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DocsTeach
Access thousands of primary sources — letters,
photographs, speeches, posters, maps, videos, and other
document types — spanning the course of American
history. We're always adding more!
Borrow from an ever-expanding collection of documentbased activities created by the National Archives, and
teachers around the world. Copy and modify activities for
your students.
Create your own activities using the online tools. It’s as
simple as: (1) selecting a tool, (2) choosing your primary
sources, and (3) customizing instructions.
https://www.docsteach.org/

Welcome to MOCA!
迎您来到美国

人博物

!

Museum of Chinese in America

mocanyc.org

Introductions
Lauren Nechamkin
Director of Education
education@mocanyc.org

Share the subject(s) and
grade(s) you teach and your
school in the chat!

Have you been to
MOCA or Manhattan’s
Chinatown before?
! for MOCA
" for Chinatown

MOCA: A Little History
• Founded in 1980 as
Center of
Community Studies.
The NY Chinatown
History Project was
its first project.
• Extensive collections
including everyday
objects
• Committed to
intercultural
dialogue and antibias education

Beginnings….

Eight Pound
Livelihood
1984
NY Chinatown
History Project

We cannot improve the present unless we
understand the past. Understanding the community’s
history, then, is not a luxury that should be left to the
few who have the time and inclination, it is a necessity
for all who wish to move positively into building a
decent future. We wanted the New York Chinatown
History Project to create a physical and intellectual
space for this learning process.
- Jack Tchen, Co-Founder of the NY Chinatown
History Project, what would later turn into
MOCA

Beginnings….
Chinatown
History
Museum
1992

Kenneth family
portrait

Collections @ 3 Howard

MOCA’s Mission

To celebrate the living history of the
Chinese experience in America, to inspire
our diverse communities to contribute to
America’s evolving cultural narrative and
civil society, and to empower and bridge
our communities across generations,
ethnicities and geography through our
dynamic stories.

Education Initiatives
● K-12 School Programs
● Family Programs
○ MOCACREATE at Home
○ MOCAKIDS Storytime at Home
● Teacher Professional Development
● Community Partnerships
● Learning Resources
○ MOCA Heroes Digital
Magazines

School Programs
- Happy Lunar New Year at Home! (virtual)
- Customs & Traditions: Dimsum, Dumplings and
Duck (virtual)
- Customs & Traditions: Performing Arts (virtual)
- Family Journeys: Meet Kenneth (virtual)
- Family Journeys: Finding a Way (virtual)
- “I am Not a Virus”: Revisiting the Perpetual
Foreigner Stereotype in the Time of COVID-19
(virtual)
- In-person neighborhood walking tours!
- Self-guided gallery tours (in-person)

Our
Collections

Our Collections: What We Have
Permanent Collection:
• Certificates
• Ephemera
• Musical instruments
• Textiles
• Signage
Photographs:
•Prints/Negatives/Slides
•Postcards
•Digital Images
Archives &
Institutional Archive:
Library:
•Oral history
•Books
•Departmental files
•Newspapers
•Magazines/Journals •MOCA Publications
•Institutional photographs
•Manuscripts

ORAL HISTORIES
•Archeology of Change
•The Chino-Latino project
•Gotta Sing, Gotta dance
•Many Voices, One
Humanity
•Sunset park
•9/11 Chinatown
Documentation project
MARCELLA DEAR
COLLECTION
•Photos
•Books (English and
Chinese)
•Vinyl Records
•Family Letters
•Rice Bowl Restaurant
•Fine China

Collection Highlights

HAZEL YING LEE
•Photos
•Letters
•Documents
•Medals

CMTA COLLECTION
•Costumes
•Photos

FLY TO FREEDOM
•123 paper sculptures
BACHELOR’S
APARTMENT, 111 MOTT ST
•Over 450 objects salvaged
•Letters
•Household objects
•Books
QIPAO COLLECTION
•77 dresses donated by
Pamela Chen
•367 dresses donated by
Angela King and her sister
Fern Tse. 262 donated to
the New York Chinese
Historical center in 2012
•10 dresses donated by
Anna Pai

Collections Online via PastPerfect

http://mocanyc.pastperfectonline.com/

Oral Histories via OHMS

http://ohms.mocanyc.org/

The Family Journey of Tzi Ma

Access here: http://ohms.mocanyc.org/viewer/viewer.php?cachefile=2019_038_004_1592699683.xml

MOCA Spike 150 Stories

Access here: https://www.mocanyc.org/collections/collection-highlights/moca-spike-150-stories/

Low Family Portrait
Composite photo of the
Low Family, Museum of
Chinese in America
(MOCA) Collection.
刘家的拼接照片，美国
人博物 （MOCA）
藏.
https://www.mocanyc.org
/collections/stories/lowfamily-portrait/

Quilt made by
garment workers
depicting garment
work tasks, 1989,
Museum of
Chinese in
America (MOCA)
Collection.
由服装工人制作的
被子，描 了服装
工作的各 任 分
工，1989年，美国
人博物 （
MOCA） 藏
https://www.mocan
yc.org/collections/s
tories/garmentworkers/

Garment Workers Case Study
The Waspbackground

A woman sewing at a garment factory on Canal Street in Manhattan's
Chinatown, while a child plays behind her, circa 1984. Photo by Paul Calhoun,
MOCA Collection. Access at: https://mocanyc.pastperfectonline.com/photo/375A9E90AFD1-4ECF-90A7-402452939453

Minstrel imagery

Photograph of the inside of a garment factory on either Centre or Lafayette
Street circa 1979-1984. Photograph by Bud Glick. Access at:
https://mocanyc.pastperfectonline.com/photo/BBBE01F9-4E39-4436-8A6C733727336443.

Left: ILGWU (International Ladies Garment Workers Union) iron on patch.
MOCA Collection. Access at
https://mocanyc.pastperfectonline.com/webobject/D22832E1-EC5F-4106-A267-751839554781

Right: Garment Workers Rally Poster for Thursday, July 15, 1982. Black ink
printed on orange-colored background. MOCA Collection. Access at:
https://mocanyc.pastperfectonline.com/webobject/23558534-7D69-40F6-895C-352776943415

COVID 19 OneWorld
Collection

COVID-19 OneWorld
Collection Oral Histories

●
●
●

https://www.mocanyc.org/get-involved/one-world-oral-histories/oneworld-covid-19-oral-histories-phase-i/
https://www.mocanyc.org/get-involved/one-world-oral-histories/oneworld-covid-19-oral-histories-phase-ii/
https://www.mocanyc.org/get-involved/one-world-oral-histories/oneworld-covid-19-oral-histories-phase-iii/

Responses: Asian American Voices
Resisting the Tides of Racism

Anti-Asian Hate Rally in Columbus Park,
2021. Photograph by Mary Luke.

Seema Shakti, Solidarity With Our Asian
Brothers and Sisters, 2021.

More info here: https://www.mocanyc.org/event/responses/

MOCA on Bloomberg Connects App

Download here: https://www.bloombergconnects.org/

Exhibition Partnerships

https://www.bocian.tk/

Learning Resources

MOCA Heroes Magazines for Students

● 3 out so far, always developing more!
● Current editions: Chinese Railroad Workers, Yung Wing, Maya Lin
● Download here: https://www.mocanyc.org/learn/learning-resources/

Virtual Tour for Students

18 minute virtual tour of With a Single

Step: Stories in the Making of America
Access here: https://vimeo.com/439377831

Google Arts & Culture

Access here: https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/museum-ofchinese-in-america

Q&A

Thank you!
!
education@mocanyc.org
www.mocanyc.org

Museum of Chinese in America Education Offerings & Resources
1) Celebrate AAPI heritage with MOCA all year long!
2) Support the teaching of anti-Asian violence and racism in your classrooms
with a MOCA virtual program.
3) Explore MOCA Collections and resources to diversify your curriculum in
culturally affirming ways.
Upcoming Events
1) MOCAKIDS Author Meet & Greet with Bitty Bao
November 4, 2021, 4:00 pm – 4:30 pm
Register here!
2) Community & Identity: Exploring Chinese American Experiences in Literature
Professional Learning Workshop
November 8, 2021, 4:30 pm – 6:00 pm
Register here!

In-Person Self-Guided Museum Tours
Enjoy the museum’s galleries at your own pace. Self-guided groups are welcome to visit our
core exhibition, With a Single Step: Stories in the Making of America, as well as our special
exhibition, Responses: Asian American Voices Resisting the Tides of Racism, in groups of 15 or
less. Age-appropriate worksheets are available upon request. Self-guided visits are available
free of charge from Thursday through Sunday, as well as for a small fee on Wednesdays, when
the museum is open exclusively for groups.
***Please visit Explorable Places where you can read more about our programs and pricing,
view our available timeslots, and request a reservation.***

In-Person Neighborhood Walking Tours
1) Program: Chinatown: A Walk through History (offered April – December)
Grades 6 and up
Description: Uncover the history of one of New York City’s oldest neighborhoods! This
walking tour focuses on how everyday buildings and places of historical significance
reflect and shape a community–from its origins as the Native American Lenape village of
Werpoes Hill in 1600 to its present status as one of NYC’s most active and vibrant
Chinatowns one of the fastest-growing immigrant communities in New York City.
Highlighted sites include the oldest streets in Chinatown, a bustling neighborhood park
with a layered history a Catholic church, Chinatown’s oldest general store, and a Chinese
eatery that catered to the needs of Chinatown’s turn-of-the-century “bachelor society.”
2) Program: Mapping Chinatown (offered April – December)
Grades 2-3
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Description: Bring students to New York City’s historic Chinatown for a fun and
interactive map-themed trip! Students will explore the landmarks and businesses of
Chinatown in person, then create their own maps to record their visits and what they’ve
learned about this community.
3) Program: Exploring Chinatown’s Community (offered April – December)
Grades K-2
Description: Bring students to the Museum of Chinese in America for an in-person
exploration of New York City’s vibrant Chinatown. Students will learn about the
landmarks, businesses, and people that make up the Chinatown community, and
connect them to places and people in their own home neighborhoods.
Booking a Walking Tour
Neighborhood walking tours are available Tuesdays through Fridays at 10am, 11:30am,
and 1pm.
Tours are 75 minutes long and meet in the lobby of the museum at 215 Centre Street.
Walking tours are currently capped at 10 people per tour. Groups larger than 10 people
will be split into two groups, each with their own educator. Groups will do the tour
simultaneously, but may complete stops in a different order and will not necessarily be
within eyesight of each other. Please plan accordingly and bring sufficient chaperones if
your school requires a teacher to be with students at all times.
All programs require 1 teacher or chaperone per 10 students.
Reservations must be made at least two weeks in advance.
***Please visit Explorable Places where you can read more about our programs and
pricing, view our available timeslots, and request a reservation.***

Current Virtual School Program Offerings
4) Program: “I am Not a Virus”: Revisiting the Perpetual Foreigner Stereotype in the Time
of COVID-19
Grades: 8-12
Description: A remotely guided program using primary and secondary sources from
MOCA’s collections and others to analyze the history and impact of the perpetual
foreigner stereotype, with an emphasis on how that stereotype has affected, and
continues to affect, people of Chinese heritage (or perceived as being Chinese or of
Chinese heritage!) in the U.S. during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Objectives: Students will learn about ways that Chinese populations in the United States
have been othered and considered “not American enough” from the 1800s through the
present day.
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Students will be able to:
1. Identify and discuss some stereotypes of Chinese and Chinese Americans.
2. Investigate how these stereotypes were formed, and the ways in which they were
and are shared, including through media, popular culture, and legislation.
3. Consider how these stereotypes have affected, and continue to affect, Chinese and
Chinese American individuals and communities.
4. Analyze primary sources such as political cartoons, posters, and advertisements.
5. Make connections between past and present by considering ways these stereotypes
are still visible today, and ways in which they affect the lived experiences of Chinese
and Chinese American individuals and communities.
6. Reflect on ways these stereotypes might affect other Asians and Asian Americans
and their lived experiences in the United States.
5) Family Journeys: Finding a Way
Grades: 6-8
Description: Through an exploration of a selection of primary and secondary sources
about two Chinese Americans -- Kenneth Ang and Hazel Ying Lee -- students will learn
about the impact of race and gender discrimination in the past and be guided to make
contemporary connections. In particular, students will look closely at how the Chinese
Exclusion Act affected would-be immigrants and Chinese Americans.
6) Family Journeys: Meet Kenneth
Grades: 3-5
Description: Through an examination of personal artifacts, photographs, and documents
from the Museum’s collection and others, students will explore the Chinese American
experience through the lens of Kenneth, a young Chinese boy who emigrated to the
United States via Angel Island. Students will consider what the journey was like, learn
about the specific challenges Chinese immigrants faced, investigate the conditions on
Angel Island, and reflect on immigration laws like the Chinese Exclusion Act. Interactive
activities coupled with close looking will encourage students to make connections
between past and present experiences of immigrants to the U.S., and even their own.
Objectives:
Students will be able to:
1. Practice examining and interpreting primary sources including: photographs,
documents, and artifacts
2. Use the experience of one Chinese immigrant to the United States to learn about
immigration during Chinese Exclusion in America
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3. Understand the effects of the Chinese Exclusion Act on would-be immigrants, learn
about Angel Island and what happened there, and investigate the practice of “paper
sons”
4. Make connections between past, present, and personal experiences of immigrants
to the U.S.
7) Customs & Traditions: Dim Sum, Dumplings and Duck
Grades: 2-4
Description: Through an exploration of a selection of popular Chinese and Chinese
American foods, students will learn about the diversity and adaptability of Chinese food
culture and make connections to their own food customs and traditions. Students will
investigate how differences in geography and climate in China have created diverse,
regional cuisines. Students will also explore the food customs and traditions Chinese
immigrants brought with them and how these customs and traditions have been
preserved, changed, or adapted to new circumstances.
8) Customs & Traditions: Performing Arts
Grades: 2-4
Description: Students will gain an appreciation of performing arts by learning about
Chinese opera styles and lion dancing. Students will practice deep looking and critical
reasoning skills through activities including comparing and contrasting lions and
dragons, discussing the symbolism of costumes and gestures, and thinking about how
the arts impact people's lives both during celebrations and as part of their everyday
activities.
9) Hidden Voices: Wong Chin Foo
Grades: 6-8
Description: Through an examination of personal artifacts, photographs, and documents
from the Museum’s collection and others, students will explore the Chinese American
experience through the lens of Wong Chin Foo, a Chinese American immigrant,
journalist, and activist. Students will learn about the specific challenges Chinese
immigrants faced when trying to build new homes in America, investigate how they
tried to counter stereotypes and advocate for themselves, and reflect on immigration
laws like the Chinese Exclusion Act. Interactive activities coupled with close looking will
encourage students to make connections between past and present experiences of
immigrants to the U.S., and even their own.
10) Experiences for Community Partners
MOCA Education is happy to offer any of our current virtual learning experiences to
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qualifying community partners at a reduced rate of $50 per group or free of charge.
Please specify your preferred program when booking.
Virtual Program Fees (per class)
- $75/ DOE Title 1 School
- $100/NYC Public School/CUNY/SUNY
- $125/Independent and Out of State Schools (K-12)
***Please visit Explorable Places where you can read more about our programs and
pricing, view our available timeslots, and request a reservation.***

Current Virtual Family Program Offerings
1) MOCACREATE @ Home
Join us for art-making for all ages. New sessions debut every 1st & 3rd Friday and are
available anytime, online, in your homes!
Come paint, build, craft, or collage – use familiar materials, or experiment with
new! Inspired by the museum’s exhibitions and local artists, MOCACREATE explores
different themes every month. While the museum is physically closed, please join us for
our free MOCACREATE @ Home series by clicking here:
https://www.mocanyc.org/mojo/ or checking our YouTube Channel Museum of
Chinese in America.
2) MOCAKIDS Storytime @ Home
LIVE every 2nd and 4th Thursday of the month from 4pm-4:30pm via Zoom. Best for kids
ages 3-6 and their siblings and care partners! Join us for a song, craft, and special story
or puppet performance each session. Check back for upcoming storytimes here:
https://www.mocanyc.org/calendar/.

Digital Resources
1. Take a Virtual Tour of MOCA’s Exhibition, With a Single Step: Stories in the Making of
America - Anytime, Anywhere! Click here to explore!
2. MOCA Heroes Digital Magazines
MOCA Heroes is a series of FREE digital, non-fiction magazines that explore the lives of
Chinese American trailblazers. Stay tuned for upcoming editions-- share widely! Our
next edition will be a magazine for 4-6th graders on Chinese railroad workers.
MOCA Heroes: Yung Wing: Click here to read!
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Who was Yung Wing? Yung Wing (1828-1912) was the first Chinese immigrant to
graduate from an overseas college at Yale University! He established the Chinese
Education Mission (CEM) to send Chinese students to study in the United States,
creating a generation of cultural ambassadors. Learn more by reading the full magazine.
Best for grades 6-8.
MOCA Heroes: Chinese Railroad Workers: Click here to read!
Learn about the lives and experiences of the Chinese railroad workers who built
America’s first transcontinental railroad.
MOCA Heroes: Maya Lin: Click here to read!
Maya Lin is a world-famous artist, sculptor, and architect. Read on to learn more about
her life and work!
Future guides to be posted here: https://www.mocanyc.org/learn/learning-resources/
3. Daisy's Afternoon at MOCA Museum Guides
Meet Daisy and her brother Bowling Ball as they introduce you to the Museum of
Chinese in America (MOCA) and all the neat artifacts you can see here on your visit!
Consider questions like: What was life like for the first Chinese immigrants who moved
to America? What customs and traditions did they bring along with them? How did the
Chinese American community come together? What were their struggles and
accomplishments?
Click here to read in English! Click here to read in Chinese! Click here to read in
Spanish!
小菊在美国华人博物馆的一个下午
让我们一起跟菊菊（Daisy）和她弟弟保龄球（Bowling Ball）一起探密美国华人博
物馆（MOCA）。想一想：首批来美国的中国移民他们是怎么生活的。他们带来了
哪些风俗和传统？华裔美国人如何团结起来形成自己的社区和团体。他们都遇到了
哪些挑战和取得了哪些成就？阅读小菊的故事!
La Tarde de Margarita en MOCA
Sigue leyendo para explorar el Museo de Chino en América (MOCA) con Daisy y su
hermano Bowling Ball. Considere preguntas como: ¿Cómo fue la vida de los primeros
inmigrantes chinos que se mudaron a América? ¿Qué costumbres y tradiciones trajeron
consigo? ¿Cómo se reunió la comunidad china estadounidense? ¿Cuáles fueron sus
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luchas y logros? ¡LEER AQUÍ!
4. Click here for an annotated selection of resources which explore how to address recent
anti-Asian violence and racism with your children at home.
5. Click here for an annotated selection of resources which explore how to address recent
anti-Asian violence and racism in your classrooms.

MOCA Collections & Exhibitions Resources
1. Explore MOCA’s Collections Online using the PastPerfect platform.
a. Access here: https://mocanyc.pastperfectonline.com/randomimages
b. Use quotation marks to refine your search.
c. Key word examples: “Mott St,” “Columbus Park,” "identification card"
2. Listen to oral histories from MOCA’s oral history archive on our OHMS platform.
a. Access here: http://ohms.mocanyc.org/
b. Search by project, people, or subjects.
c. Some collections highlights:
i. The family journey of actor Tzi Ma:
http://ohms.mocanyc.org/viewer/viewer.php?cachefile=2019_038_004_1592699
683.xml
ii. The family journey of write Maxine Hong Kingston:
http://ohms.mocanyc.org/viewer/render.php?cachefile=2018_033_001_1593006
319.xml
iii. The family journey of dancer Jadin Wong:
http://ohms.mocanyc.org/viewer/render.php?cachefile=2018_033_001_1593006
319.xml
iv. The family journey of set designer Ming Cho Lee:
http://ohms.mocanyc.org/viewer/render.php?cachefile=2016_033_001_1593051
917.xml
v. The experiences of Chinatown resident Herb Leung:
http://ohms.mocanyc.org/viewer/render.php?cachefile=2015_008_005_1530025
123.xml
vi. The family journey of Chinese Jamaican journalist Paula Madison:
http://ohms.mocanyc.org/viewer/render.php?cachefile=2015_048_011_1592105
435.xml
3. Read 150 bilingual English and Chinese stories about items from the MOCA
collection that spotlight significant family stories, events, and people in Chinese
American history.
a. Access English versions here: https://www.mocanyc.org/collections/collectionhighlights/moca-spike-150-stories/
b. Access bilingual versions here: https://spike150.mocanyc.org/stories/
c. Some highlights:
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i. Low family portrait: https://www.mocanyc.org/collections/stories/low-familyportrait/
ii. Quilt made by 8 garment workers:
https://www.mocanyc.org/collections/stories/garment-workers/
iii. A Grain of Sand: Music for the Struggle of Asians in America album:
https://www.mocanyc.org/collections/stories/a-grain-of-sand/
iv. Paper Son coaching book: https://www.mocanyc.org/collections/stories/paperson-coaching-book/
v. Racist Abercrombie and Fitch t-shirt:
https://www.mocanyc.org/collections/stories/abercrombie-and-fitch-wok-nbowling-t-shirt/
vi. Golden Venture paper sculptures:
https://www.mocanyc.org/collections/stories/golden-venture/
4. Listen to and watch oral history videos from MOCA’s newest collection, the COVID-19
OneWorld Collection.
a. Phase 1: https://www.mocanyc.org/get-involved/one-world-oralhistories/oneworld-covid-19-oral-histories-phase-i/
b. Phase 2: https://www.mocanyc.org/get-involved/one-world-oralhistories/oneworld-covid-19-oral-histories-phase-ii/
c. Phase 3: https://www.mocanyc.org/get-involved/one-world-oralhistories/oneworld-covid-19-oral-histories-phase-iii/
5. Peruse the virtual exhibition, An Unlikely Photojournalist: Emile Bocian in Chinatown,
a collaboration between MOCA and the Center for Jewish History.
a. Access here: https://www.bocian.tk/
6. Explore MOCA’s exhibitions on the Bloomberg Connects app and Google Arts &
Culture Website.
a. Download Bloomberg Connects here: https://www.bloombergconnects.org/
b. Access Google Arts & Culture here:
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/museum-of-chinese-in-america

Responses: Asian American Voices Resisting the Tides of Racism
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Bitter Roots: A Timeline of Anti-Asian Racism in America

!"#$%&'()*+,-./012
Since the beginning of the pandemic, Asian Americans have been blamed for causing and spreading
COVID-19; verbally and physically attacked in public spaces; and, in the case of the six women of
Asian descent killed in Atlanta, murdered in their place of work and respite. While many of these
incidents have been widely reported, for Asian Americans this recent surge in racist violence and hate
is nothing new. It is an escalation of the implicit bias, daily discrimination and institutional racism Asian
Americans have faced since they began arriving to America’s shores in the 19th century.
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This timeline of anti-Asian racism, which was created by MOCA staff, is intended to help us navigate
the current moment by situating recent incidents within a historical continuum of discriminatory
policies, racial brutality, and damaging perceptions that have shaped the Asian American experience.
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Colonialism’s Gaze: Exoticism and Exploitation
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In the 19th century, European and American desire to unlock trade partners and expand markets fueled an era
of colonial aggression validated by the characterization of Asia as the origin of a “Yellow Peril” threat to
Western civilization. Demeaning stereotypes followed the first waves of Chinese, Japanese, Filipino and South
Asian immigrants to the U.S. who were seen, by turns, as exotic, uncivilized carriers of disease and as
perpetually foreign, attitudes that continue to shadow Asian Americans today.
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A 1784
0 After the U.S. and Great Britain sign the Treaty of Paris, U.S. ships can no longer trade with the British West
1 Indies, cutting off America’s supply of tea. Robert Morris, a banker, senses a business opportunity, hires a
small ship, names it the Empress of China, fills it with American ginseng, pepper, animal skins, and cotton,
and sets it off to China. The Empress returns a year later with Chinese tea, ceramics, silk, and spices, thus
opening a new trade channel with China that financed America’s first millionaires.
1784
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A 1834
0 Afong Moy, the first Chinese woman to come to the United States, is brought to New York by merchants
2 who put her on display as “The Chinese Lady,” highlighting her “Oriental” and petite features in order to
increase demand for Chinese goods. Customers could pay a small entrance fee of twenty-five cents to see
her on exhibition in an ornamented room of Chinese furniture and other goods.1
1834
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A 1839-42, 1856-60
0 Britain and America’s illegal opium trade sets the stage for the Opium Wars, a series of conflicts between
3 China and the West that weakened the Qing dynasty, caused social unrest, and pushed many southern
Chinese farmers to seek opportunities abroad.
1839-42, 1856-60
–50123:;P234567F893iWgà%s:;<ö/=F>?3@8FA¿Í
B3ÒCDEFGpH"v*‡IJ¾¿_
A 1870
0 Bret Harte’s poem, The Heathen Chinee, is published in Overland Monthly and quickly becomes a sensation.
4 The poem describes a Chinese man named Ah Sin playing cards with two white men, and casts him as
devious, childlike, and morally depraved. The poem is republished multiple times in the years to come,
propagating the idea that Chinese are dangerous heathens.
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1870
KL´·M´%N ™6O·PQ ž8R0™ STUVž“ 3ÒWE@SXÍ_CYNZ[Fs\
Åì]%i*^ˆ>_\`ˆab3ÒÃwc7cdejfgh>ãijk%ˆ_CYN0}
ulÔ¶FmMná8R3opFi*ˆ\qr%)st%uù_
A 1893 (January 16)
0 U.S. troops invade Hawaii and overthrow their constitutional monarchy. Hawaii is formally annexed in 1898
5 and becomes a state in 1959.2
1893 Ô¸1U16k¹
5v)GwUx3yzwx%{#|}~_wUx•1898ÔM€•‚Ò3•1959ÔcP5*%s
\ƒ_2
A 1899-1902
0 After Spain cedes the Philippines, its longstanding colony, to the United States in the Treaty of Paris, fighting
6 breaks out between American forces and Filipino nationalists who sought independence. The ensuing
Philippine-American War lasts for three years and results in the death of approximately 20,000 Filipino
soldiers and as many as 200,000 Filipino civilians.
1899-1902
W„…0™š›œ•ži†-‡ˆ!"Tmno‰Š•5*Ÿ35*v‹>IÿŒ|%mno
"•#$„gàŽ8F4•_•Ÿ%mno-5*45Ž•F‘Ô3’“2æ”mno4•ˆ•
>F–20æmno—"˜™_
A 1904
0 1,200 people of various indigenous ethnic groups are shipped from the Philippines to the U.S. and put on display as
7 primitive curiosities during the 1904 World’s Fair in St. Louis.
1904
1200”¢š%›œ"•ÝmnoÓv5*301904Ô•ž;·Ÿ©%1 ¡¢¿“õe3úÉ£ˆx
ü•¤¥ˆ¦P§_
A 1929
0 The film Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu is released. Playing into Yellow Peril stereotypes cultivated during Chinese
8 exclusion, it depicts Chinese as mysterious and sinister, with Swedish actor Warner Oland playing the lead role in
yellowface.
1929
¨•™ ©ª%«É•¡¬ ž“-F_Ä®¨0Gˆ¯°ˆà±²%Q³qrcd3†i*ˆZ´c©
ªÞrµ%ˆ3¶·®•G¸·¹º0™K‘»¼ži½®#¾_
A
0 1937
9 Casting begins in 1935 for a film adaptation of The Good Earth, based off the best-selling novel by Pearl S. Buck
about life in a Chinese village. The lead role goes to German actress Luise Rainer who plays O-Lan in yellowface.
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Anna May Wong, a rising Hollywood star, is offered the secondary role of Lotus, but refuses in protest of the film’s
racist casting.
1937
1935Ô~¥¿À¨•™¦TÁž3ÂÃÄÅÆ·šÇ%ÈÉÂÊ™i*ËÌ%ÍÎž_#¾\i*ð®
•ÏØ·L¸3ñ+®K‘»¼%¹º_€0ÐS%¦ÑÒ•ÓÔÕ•Ö•Q¸AnnaMaiWong¹M×PØ
Ñ%mÙ¾³3ÚÛÜü•3%‰•#$®•éeÝÞ_
II. Prelude to Exclusion: Race Riots in the West
!"#$%&'()*+,

Early Asian immigrants were beckoned to America with stories of hope, quick money, and boat tickets bought
on credit. However, when they arrived to the dispossessed territory of the American West, Asian immigrants
were not welcomed. They were treated like disposable, cheap labor by employers and as unwanted competition
by white workers. Across the west coast, Asian communities were terrorized, residents sent fleeing as their
houses and businesses burned to the ground by white mobs who saw Asian faces as un-American, un-human,
and a threat to be eliminated.
ßˆ%KLq"Màáv5*3â@wx\67jãEäå>æçèéê ë%ìí_îÞ3ï
wxv–5*WðM.ñ%ò›ó3KLq"Ò¢ôõd_wxMö#ïósmO%÷øùÍú
üõ3M`ˆûˆ{P¢üÙ%ý5üþ_0ÿ\W!"jK‘A#ôv$%3&"x'(±)
3wx%*+>,½M`ˆ-t.c/03C1`ˆ2PK‘34\05*ˆj0ˆ53ÒþÙ
67%UV_
B 1871 (October 24)
0 During the Chinese Massacre of 1871, nineteen Chinese immigrants in Los Angeles’s old Chinatown are
1 killed by a mob of 500 people in what is considered one of the largest mass lynching in U.S. history. While 8
members of the mob were convicted of manslaughter, all convictions were overturned due to technicalities.3
1871 Ô¸10U24k¹
01871Ô%Gˆ@89i3:;<=>ˆ?%19”i*q"Ms¦500ˆ%-t9@3CM2P
\5*AB“C@%@DEFG_Hî10”-"01I“MSJ3ÚKLNMNOPQ¤OM
yz_3
B 1876
0 A group of white residents in Los Angeles form the Anti-Chinese Club to “protect the white people residing
2 in America from Chinese labor in any form, to discourage and stop any further Chinese immigration and to
urge the withdrawal of the Chinese from the country.”

1876年
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洛杉矶的一群白人居民组成了反华俱乐部，以“保护居住在美国的白人免受任何形式的中国劳工
的侵害，阻碍和阻止任何进一步的中国移民，并敦促中国人从这个国家离开。”
B
0 1877 (July 1877)
3 Fueled by resentment towards Chinese laborers for accepting lower wages, a labor strike by white railroad
workers turns into a riot, resulting in the burning of homes and businesses in San Francisco Chinatown.4
1877 Ô¸1877Ô7U¹
`ˆRžûˆ%SûTSFüi*ûˆUôbûê%¢É3®VcsBWX3’“YëZ>ˆ
?%*+>,½M.[_4
B
0 1880
4 An angry mob numbering in the thousands destroys homes and businesses, and attacks residents in Denver’s
Chinatown, leading to the death of Look Young and the eventual decline of Denver’s Chinese community.
1880
\]ˆ%^_-t`[*+>,½3abcd>ˆ?%&"3’“eÇ·f%˜™>cdGˆA
#%Cghk_
B
0 1885 (February 7)
5 Whole Chinese communities in California, Oregon, and Washington, were forcibly and violently expelled in
what becomes known as the “Eureka Method,” named for a town that claimed to “peacefully” deport its
Chinatown residents by loading them onto steamships bound for San Francisco.
1885 Ô¸2U7k¹
Dƒjijkƒ>Glmƒ%GˆA#0MnP"o¶pqr"%Âs“Mt©>-úuv3w
sxn">—"T†>ˆ?&"È“~yYëZ%y uvez_
B
0 1885 (September 2)
6 Disgruntled after failing to unionize for improved working conditions, white coal miners in Rock Springs,
Wyoming blame Chinese miners who were often used as strikebreakers by the Union Pacific railroad
company. An attack on Chinese miners kills 28 and injures 15, and an invasion of the Rock Springs Chinatown
drives hundreds more out of town.
1885 Ô¸9U2k¹
{iZƒ²Ç·|}·%`ˆ~•ûˆO}£€•û¿Â‚ûóœƒÞ¢É3wx„…i*•
û†‡Mˆ‰Š—‹RžŒ•èóSûŽ•„_i*•û•a7c28ˆ˜™315ˆô‘3’“>
ˆ?%)G”†\åˆ•eF–A_
B
0 1886 (February 6-9)
7 A local Knights of Labor chapter in Seattle forcibly expels Chinese residents from the city. It takes 20 years
for Seattle’s Chinese population to return to its 1885 numbers; meanwhile, Seattle’s white population grows
by more than a factor of 10.5
1886 Ô¸2U6-9k¹
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W—˜ïTùû™¬&¿t©uvFwA%i*&"_W—˜%GˆˆšþÙ20Ô›£œ•v
1885Ô%\ž(-Ÿšó3W—˜%`ˆˆšû‡F10 ú“_5
B
0 1887 (May 27-28)
8 At Deep Creek in Hells Canyon along the Idaho-Oregon border, as many as 34 Chinese gold miners are
attacked, robbed of their gold, tortured and killed by a gang of horse thieves and schoolboys.6
1887
0¡–¢ƒ-ijk£zT¤¥¦%§¨3F–34”i*ë•ûˆ©vabjMª«QëjMs
<¬-®>¯°±²>9@_6
B
0 1907 (September 5)
9 A mob of 500 white laborers terrorize the South Asian community in Bellingham, Washington, revealing
intra-community anxieties surrounding labor competition. Within ten days, all South Asian residents vacate
the city.7
1907 Ô¸9U5k¹
0Glm³´µ¶3s¦500”`ˆùû$%pKA#3-ÏFA#·ðüùûý5%¸¹_0
º•·3KLpK&"N(~FC»–A_7
B
1 1930
0 Fear of miscegenation and growing animosity over labor competition leads white residents and agricultural
workers to carry out a series of attacks on Filipino American residents in Watsonville, California, destroying
the homes and public spaces of the Filipino community.8 One Filipino man, Fermin Tobera, is killed in the
attacks.
1930
ü)•€¼%$½>üùûý5%¾¿’“`ˆ&">H½ûˆüDÀÁQKƒÂOÃÆüm
no‘5*&"8ÍFs:;ab3`[FmnoA#%±)>ŒÄÅà_8菲律宾人 Fermin
Tobera，在袭击中丧生。
III. Attitudes Become Policy: Institutionalizing Racism
Š‹cPÆÇ(†‰•#$~‹•
The 1790 Naturalization Act was intended to create a nation for white culture by restricting citizenship eligibility
to “free white persons.” When Asian immigrants began coming in large numbers, this law tagged them
immediately as “aliens ineligible for citizenship.” Since then, other legislation around taxation, birthright
citizenship, miscegenation, and immigration was written into law to enforce the secondary status of Asians in
America and uphold their exploitation.
1790Ô™È•1žÉ0€•†Œ"êÊË~0"ÄÌ`ˆ"g“3P`ˆY•Í|s\*±_ïK
‘q"~¥@(Î–5*3CÏ1n|Ð•wxÑ“F"ÒLêÊcPŒ"ÓÔ%‡*ˆ"%Õ—
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_ŸŸ3LÖ×Øj-ÍÙu%Œ"Új)•€¼>q"%-w|1MÛ)1n3út~Ü©K
‘05*%mÙTï3ÒÃŽüwx%ˆÓ./_
C 1850
0 The California legislature passes the Foreign Miners Tax, requiring non-citizens to pay a monthly tax of $20
1 for the right to mine. Though European immigrant miners also operate in California, the tax is only collected
from Chinese and Mexican miners.
1850
Dƒ|1¾Ý€•F‡*•û×3Ùÿ0Œ"ÞUPß•Úà¸205á%×_Hî4Lq"•
ûâ0DÀÁQKûó3Úw×¡Ýi*>ãWä•ûå¶æØ_
C
0 1854
2 After being found guilty of the murder of a Ling Sing, a Chinese miner in Nevada County, through accounts
from one white and three Chinese witnesses, George Hall is acquitted in California Supreme Court case
People v. Hall on the grounds that nonwhite witnesses cannot testify against white defendants in court.
1854
çè·éÆOê9·G–ƒs”G‘•ûÞMëLM3ìís”`ˆ>‘”G‘]ˆ%î[3ç
è·éÆ0DƒCï1ðJéÆsñiMòóôM3õÌ\0`ˆ]ˆ¢£01I“ü`ˆMó
ó]_
C 1862
0 To thwart southern landowners during the Civil War, Congress passes the Anti-Coolie Act which sought to
3 bar the Chinese “coolie” (unfree contract labor) trade, a possible replacement to African American slaves
who were on the verge of being set free. The law conflates African American slaves with Chinese contract
laborers and pits them against each other as competitors for plantation work.
1862
PF0·4ˆàö÷pX›TKL„3*¿€•F™øùÀ1ñž3w1ñÉ0úûi*%"ù
À"¸0ÄÌ‰šùû¹:;3C#£üýÐ†þÿÄÌ%0L‘5*!"_w1†0‘5*ˆ
!"-i*‰šû#Ps$3ÒÃwxóP‰%)ûó%ý5„&'ý5_
C 1875
0 One of the first restrictive federal immigration laws in the United States, the Page Act of 1875 forbids the
4 immigration of unfree laborers and women for “lewd and immoral purposes.” On paper the law is aimed at
preventing prostitution, but in practice it is only enforced on East Asian women and normalizes the
stereotype that they are all sexually deviant.9
1875
1875Ô%™(1ž\5*Cß%Ë~Oˆ)q"1gs3úû0ÄÌùû>*ðe•"+,>¢
ãi%&%"q"_Ý-3“/3CÏ1nÉ0.û/03Ú0^1i3Ä¡ü÷K*ðÜ©3
DñxN\O%îDN2u3€‡•_9
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C 1880 (May 26)
0 San Francisco Order No. 1569 is passed and requires the consent of the board of supervisors to operate a
5 laundry in a wooden building. Although 89 percent of the city’s laundry businesses are operated by Chinese
and Chinese Americans, not a single Chinese owner is granted a permit.
1880Ô¸5U26k¹
YëZr 1569 Ç4þÿ€•3þÙ5í¿š¿›£067ÝÍ8·†9:;*_<=wA 89%
%:;>ÌGˆ>G‘5*ˆ†93ÚÒLs\Gˆ½#þÿE#_
C
0 1882
6 Transforming anti-Chinese sentiment into wide-reaching policy, the Chinese Exclusion Act bans immigration
of Chinese laborers and denies citizenship, voting rights, property ownership, and interracial marriage to
Chinese already living in the United States.
1882
†øG+?@•P•ABC%ÆÇ3™¯G1ñžúûi*ùûq"3Ò.ñD†&E05*
%Gˆ%Œ"ÓÔjFëÚjGHKLÚ>)•€¼Ú_
C
0 1886
7 After being imprisoned for operating a laundry business without a permit in the wake of Order No. 1569, Lee
Yick petitions the Order’s discriminatory enforcement in 1885. Yick Wo v. Hopkins becomes the first U.S.
Supreme Court case legally recognizing that a race-neutral law administered in a prejudicial manner
constitutes an infringement of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
1886
0r1569Ç14IKŸ3Lee YickÌ•ôE#]†9:;*ÞM5ú31885ÔLee YickJJw14
%K{OÜ1_L>Jé|ë·ñcP5*Cï1ðrs\01n“M2s\‰•i|%1n
MúNd%X•^O3ÝÞÝcFPørºQR€ñ—STUœV%ñW_
C
0 1892 (May 5)
8 Congress passes the Geary Act, expanding the policies of Chinese Exclusion by requiring Chinese to carry a
resident permit or face detention and deportation. The law prompted nation-wide protests and lawsuits,
demonstrating the Chinese community’s organizing power and political will.
1892 Ô¸5U5k¹
*¿€•F™Geary1ñž3€•ÙÿGˆüXŽL&Y]Z[3\]Y>uvez%1D3?
@F¯GÆÇ_CÏ1n@8F^*_`%ÝÞ>Ja3b.FGˆA#%cdú(>Æè¿
e_
C 1885
0 After Mamie Tape is denied admission to the all-white Spring Valley school in 1884, the Tapes sue the public
9 school district and win. The 1885 California Supreme Court case Tape v. Hurley finds the exclusion of
Chinese students from public schools on the basis of ethnicity unlawful.
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1885
1884Ô30fg·hiMÛÜ¨)`ˆ¯jk¦¯jŸ3hiSJŒ|¯j#Òþl_1885ÔD
ƒCï1ðñƒ2P0C\hiSJmÀñWi3ú‰•PÌ†i*¯Í¯70Œ|¯jg‡
\01%_
C
1 1897
0 Wong Kim Ark, a Chinese American born in the United States, is denied re-entry to the U.S. after a trip to
China, based on the Chinese Exclusion Act. On March 5th, 1898, the landmark Supreme Court case United
States vs. Wong Kim Ark asserts the birthright citizenship of children born on U.S. soil to foreign parents,
granting Wong Kim Ark American citizenship and the right to enter.
1897
eÍ•5*%5nGˆ Wong Kim Ark 3ìí™¯G1ñž30opi*ŸMÛÜnq5*_
1898Ô3U5k3,L¶rs¿$%5*Cï1ðJ Wong Kim Ark sñ3•tFÍ•‡nuvj
Í05*›T“%w°eÍŒ"Ú3xt Wong Kim Ark 5*Œ"ÓÔ>)zÚ_
C
1 1909, 1910, 1913, 1917, 1919, 1922
1 A series of citizenship disputes by South Asian Americans in the early 20th century yield inconsistent legal
decisions granting South Asians provisional whiteness on the basis of skin color and class signifiers that
distinguish them from other non-White racial groups under the law, particularly Black and Indigenous
groups.26
1909, 1910, 1913, 1917, 1919, 1920
2012y3pK‘5*ˆ%s:;Œ"Úz{HÍF¢s“%1n|N3ìí}³>~•Õ€
3•tpKˆ\ó`ˆÓÔ3CsÓÔ†wx--w0`ˆ‰•¦•3´‚\ƒˆ>›œ¦•
3#&~u_
C
1 1913
2 The California Alien Land Law of 1913 prohibits Asian residents and Asian Americans from owning or
operating farmlands, restricting immigrant workers’ ability to establish stable residence in the state.
1913
1913Ô%™Dƒ‡*ˆ›T1žúûK‘&">K‘5*ˆ„L…†9H†3Ë~q"ûˆ0w
ƒÍ|‡NEK%£ú_
C
1 1917
3 The Immigration Act of 1917 bars immigration from the “Asiatic Zone,” introduces a literacy test to the
immigration process, and imposes an $8 tax on every adult immigrant, building from the legal precedent of
restrictive immigration policy established by the Chinese Exclusion Act.
1917
1917Ô%™q"1žúûuÄ"KL#"%q"3Ò0q"•ri@)FˆÛ£ú‰Š3ÒüÞ\
cÔq"æØ85á%×3C\Ì™¯G1ñž‹|%Ë~Oq"ÆÇ%1nŒWHÍ%_
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C 1923
1 The Supreme Court finds Baghat Singh Thind ineligible for citizenship on the basis of race, leading to the
4 retroactive denial of citizenship to all Indian Americans. Thind later attained citizenship in New York in 1936,
highlighting the significance of local race dynamics in determining legal definitions of race.
1923
Cï1ð02NšM´·]Ê·•iO‰•¤OÒLêÊþÿŒ"ÓÔ3C’“FKL¥‹‘5*
ˆ%Œ"ÓÔMŽ•Oü6_Ÿu•i01936ÔþÿŒ"ÓÔ3C•bFTX‰•ÍŠ0‘N‰
•%1nN$“%nÙO_
C
1 1924
5 The U.S. Immigration Act, or the Johnson-Reed Act, establishes a national origins quota, allowing entry to
two percent of each nationality based on the 1890 census and only those eligible for citizenship. Because the
Naturalization Acts of 1790 and 1870 excluded citizenship to people of Asian lineage, the Johnson-Reed Act
effectively bans immigration from Asia.
1924
5*q"13…•’“-¶i1ñ3Í|Fs\*±¤n”•3ìí1890Ô%ˆš|–3—EÞ
\*n%å&g˜¨)_Ì•1790Ô>1870Ô%)n1ñ†KL™š%ˆ¯70‡3•’“-¶
i1ñ^›“úûuÄKL%q"_
IV. Origins of Medical Scapegoating
œ•žMŸ%ST
In the 19th century, a central tenet of justifying the unequal treatment of Chinese in America, and trying to
keep them out of the country altogether, was the claim that they bred disease through a diet of exotic animals;
lived in cramped, unsanitary quarters; and engaged in vice. These lasting perceptions surfaced during the 2003
SARS outbreak and in the last year of the coronavirus pandemic, led to surges of violence rooted in associating
an entire ethnicity with the genesis and spread of disease.
019123s\ §¤[\]Z05*Gˆôv¢—Sõ•\€ï%3ÒŠ˜†wx^ðÛg*
¡‡3xnwx€•¢P)%ÍÎu£Í€•(E0¤Âj¢¥Í%¦§3Ò„L¢¨µ©_C
1‡ˆ%ª«cd02003ÔSARSŽ8ó>¬Ôá-•®@z©ˆàná¯e°33’“-úTû
3-ìT0•†ÿ\‰•-€•%cO>opˆ:Su_
D 1870
0 The 1870 Cubic Air Ordinance requires boarding houses in San Francisco to have 500 cubic square feet of
1 air for each occupant. Leaders in Chinatown encourage violators to accept jail time, instead of paying a fine,
to make enforcing the ordinance overly burdensome.
1870
1870Ô™|XÅhœWžDN3YëZ%±¦*ÞïE"üX„L500|X–²%Åh_>ˆ?ò³
´µ@±¢¶·V¨5¤3ÝÞDCÏ14%Ü©••¸n_
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D 1873
0 In response to the mass numbers of Chinese accepting jail time following the Cubic Air Ordinance, the
2 Pigtail Ordinance calls for shaving the hair of Chinese prisoners in San Francisco to within an inch of their
scalp thereby ridding them of their queue, or traditional braid, a degrading punishment for Chinese men.28
1873
PÜ¯™|XÅhœWž7c%@(i*ˆ)¤3™¹gœWžÙÿ†YëZG‘º»%¼8
½v¾¼Ïs–¿ú·3ÝÞDwx7¬¹g…oš%Ã¹3C\üi*^g%ÀÁOÂ·_
D
0 1875
3 Battling smallpox in San Francisco, medical officials blame the outbreak on the Chinese community, labeling
Chinatown an unsanitary “laboratory of infection.”
1875
•Ñ0YëZz©ó3œ•Ã•†Ä+ÈÅ•GˆA#3n>ˆ?¢¥Í3\"ºÆ^ÇÈ"_
D
0 1889
4 During the Philippine-American War, the U.S. military quarantines, detains, and deports Chinese, Japanese,
and Filipino sex workers fearing transmission of so-called “Asiatic diseases” to American troops.
1889
0m545ˆà35*vXOÉ§†KÊ“KL€•"oÆ•5v3üi*jkl>mnoOû
ó„¨©Ë(j]Y>uv_
D
0 1890
5 The Bingham Ordinance in San Francisco limits where Chinese can live and work to an area reserved for
“unhealthful” businesses, creating a legal boundary for the Chinese community.
1890
YëZ%™oµ¶14žË~Gˆ#ú0P"¢ÌÍ",½TY%T#&E>ûó301n“P
GˆA#67F£ _
D
0 1900
6 The San Francisco Board of Public Health quarantines Chinatown and polices Chinese Americans’
movement in and out of the city after Chinese American laborer Chick Gin dies with the first case of bubonic
plague in the United States.10
1900
YëZŒÄ¥ÍÎ•¿Ë(>ˆ?3Ò05nG‘ùûPÇ·ë¸Chick Gin¹˜•5*YWÏÐ
ÄŸ5=5nGˆ0wA%¨e_10
D
0 1910
7 Asian arrivals to Angel Island Immigration Station, established to enforce Chinese exclusion laws, are given a
battery of medical examinations to screen for contagious diseases and other illnesses which could be used as
justifications to turn them away.
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1910
hyÑPÜ©¯G1Þ‹|%•D§q"Ò%KLˆMÙÿUôs:;•Ó3úÔ–oÆ•>
-w€•3C1€•#úóPÛÜwx)z%õÌ_
D
0 1918
8 The 1918 influenza spreads rapidly, killing an estimated 50 million worldwide. When the virus emerges, most
nations suppress coverage of its spread, though Spain does not. Hence, the virus becomes commonly known
as the “Spanish Flu.”
1918
1918Ô%zº@z©WEÕÖ3×q^1 L5 000æˆ˜™_ï•®efó3@F\*±NØ
~-op%Ùã3<=W„…ÒL_OŸ3w•®€‡MnP"W„…zº"_
D
0 2003
9 American media coverage of the SARS outbreak in Hong Kong and surrounding countries leads to
stigmatization of Asian Americans as vectors of the disease. People avoid Asian-owned shops and
restaurants, and treat Asian Americans with disdain and hostility.11
2003
5*Ú•Ö•ÚÛÜÝ£*±%SARSÄ+%Ùã3†K‘5*ˆZ[cPw•%opÚÞ’“
K‘5*ˆ%ß”•_ˆxà~K‘„L%¼>>áâ3üK‘5*ˆã{>¾¿_11
V. Aftershocks of Global Conflict: Internment and Displacement
^Á<öäå(Æè]ú>t~æq
During the mid-20th century, American imperial interests overseas intersected with domestic anti-Asian
sentiment, manifesting in parallel violence against Japanese at home and abroad during World War II. In the
postwar period, anxiety regarding the spread of communism provided political justification for staging
American proxy wars in East and Southeast Asia. Reducing Asian bodies to collateral damage in the fight
against communism, American intervention in Asia resulted in mass casualties and left both regions destabilized
for decades to come.
2012i-35*0!‡%ç*ÀL-*·%øK+?¶d3RfP˜4ˆà*·‡üklˆ%
-ú<ö_4Ÿóˆ3üÄH#$ÕÖ%¸¹P5*0÷K>÷pK8Íýõ45é®FÆèõ
Ì_0Ä-H#$%•5i3/=KL7cèƒO‘@35*üKL%éê’“F@DEˆ•‘
™3ÒDC_\T#0}ulºÔNë•¢‡NJŠ_
E 1940
0 The Smith Act, formerly Alien Registration Act of 1940, requires all adult non-citizens to register with the
1 government, and criminalizes political speech advocating against the U.S. government. Data collected
through the Smith Act later facilitated the identification of Japanese and Japanese American residents for
internment during WWII.
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1940
hÓP 1940 Ô%™‡*ˆìí1ñž%™Bî·1ñžÙÿKLcÔ0Œ"ïÆðìí3Ò†
#ñøü5*Æð%ÆèòóNM_€•™Bî·1ñžØô%\íŸuLõ•ö‚˜4ˆàM
]Y%klˆ>k‘5*&"_
E
0 1942 (February 19)
2 In response to the bombing of Pearl Harbor during World War II, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signs Executive
Order 9066 which authorizes the immediate incarceration of over 120,000 Japanese Americans at detention
facilities in remote parts of the American West. The xenophobic action effectively criminalizes being Japanese.
1942 Ô¸2U19k¹
óPü˜4ˆà÷øÛŽùíƒ%Ü¯3çºÇ}·²·Áúš—˜Fr9066Ç©Æû43Ùÿ|Ð
5ú12æF”k‘5*ˆ3Öü05*WðN†T#%]Y‹O_Csý‡©P^›“†ÍÞPk
‘5*ˆNP»M_
E
0 1943 (February 1)
3 After restricting recruitment of Japanese Americans into the U.S. military in 1942, Roosevelt activates the 442nd
Infantry Regiment, a segregated battalion comprised of Japanese American soldiers commanded by white
officers.
1943 Ô¸2U1k¹
01942ÔË~þÿk‘5*ˆD)5*v‹Ÿ3²·ÁòKc|r442I!$3C\s\Ì`ˆvÃ
„"%k‘5*ˆcc%Ë(9_
E
0 1945 (August 6, August 9)
4 The U.S. military drops a nuclear bomb on Hiroshima, killing approximately 70,000 people. President Harry S.
Truman rejects Japan’s conditional surrender and bombs Nagasaki, killing 40,000 more and effectively closing the
Pacific theater of World War II.
1945 Ô¸8U6k38U9k¹
5v0B§F#s$¤g%37c•7æˆ˜™_&e¡úšÛÜklLœƒF'Xù‡(39@F
4æFˆ3ÒL)TÖ*F˜4%Š—‹4#_
E
0 1950 (June 27)
5 Seeking to contain the spread of communism and expand the American model of democratic governance in Asia,
President Truman commences U.S. military intervention in Korea.
1950 Ô¸6U27k¹
&e¡úšŠ˜+~ÄH#$%ÕÖ3?@5*0KL%"#èõE•3~¥F5*ü?,%ví
éê_
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E 1954 (June 1)
0 U.S. Airforce Colonel Edward Landsdale launches The Saigon Military Mission, marking the official start of U.S.
6 military intervention and aggravation in Vietnam, Laos, Burma and Cambodia. This eventually leads to a wave of
forced immigration of refugees from Southeast Asia to surrounding nations and the United States in the 1970s.
1954 Ô¸6U1k¹
5*Åv“j¡iG·º·ýÆ8SW-ví./3Õ€Õ5*00pj=1j23>456%éê
>µ•€•~¥_CCg’“201270Ôý7"MCÝ÷pKïÝ£*±>5*q"%89_
E
0 1968 (March 16)
7 105 American soldiers, known as the Charlie Company, enter Son My on a “search and destroy” mission targeting
Viet Cong forces. Though they find no Viet Cong, the soldiers round up and kill over 500 South Vietnamese
civilians in what is now known as the My Lai Massacre. Many were raped, beaten, stabbed with bayonets, or
tortured before being killed.
1968 Ô¸3U16k¹
105”5*¬!3MnP”–õŒ•”3¨) Son MyÜ©:ü0Äð‹%";<>`["./_Hîwx
ÒLJv0Ä3Ú¬!x`=9@F500F”p0—"3Câ>\f0MnP5Ñ@89%íƒ_E
Fˆ0M9h©vt?j@ajAB…CG_
VI. Yellow Peril Redux: Cold War Suspicions
QRnf(D4EF
Following the Communist Party’s rise to power in China in 1949, Chinese in America were treated with
suspicion of politically subversive activity. Meanwhile, anti-communist sentiment fueled the rise of surveillance
culture broadly, legally supported by public policy developments such as the 1950 McCarran Act. These policy
decisions led to the increased policing of Chinese by both the state and fellow American civilians, at times even
within Chinese communities; and reinforced Yellow Peril attitudes characterizing Chinese as morally
impoverished contaminants of American society.
1949Ôi*ÄHG0i*“9Ÿ305GˆM{FÝíÆèHIÎÍ_-Ÿšó3øÄ+?0
1950Ô™JpK1ñžSŒÄÆÇ8õ%1n$Ž#3yÍF5LY•%BCMS_C1ÆÇ|
NDtFÆð>5*—"üGˆ%5=3LóNO0GˆA#·â\PŸQCsÆÇt•FK‘
\”QR”%Š‹3†i*ˆZ[P”5*A¿ãiRS%“ßÎ”_
F 1950 (September 23)
0 After the Communist Party gains control of China in 1949, U.S. Congress passes the McCarran Internal
1 Security Act which allows for surveillance, arrest and detainment of any persons suspected of engaging in antidemocratic activities. In an intentional program of intimidation, Chinese-run businesses and organizations are
raided, and Chinese Americans are detained and interrogated on suspicion of subversive activity.
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1950 Ô¸9U23k¹
1949Ôi*ÄHGT~i*Ÿ35**¿€•F™JpK*·Ô^1ž3—E5{jU=>]Y
.VWXÝíø"#ÎÍ%ˆ_0Y¿$%©Íi3Gˆ†9%,½>cd©vöa35nGˆ
OWXHIÎÍÞM]Y>Z[_
F
0 1950
2 President Truman uses the 1917 Trading with the Enemy Act to impose economic sanctions on the People’s
Republic of China. The economic sanctions also affect thousands of ordinary Chinese Americans who regularly
remit money to family in Guangdong.
1950
&e¡úšÀè1917Ô™-¾ˆ¶;1žüiGˆ"Ä>*^O†\~]_†\~]^•Avc]
“æ%†‡_å•0B÷%±ˆ%|€5nGˆ_
F
0 1955
3 The U.S. Consulate in Hong Kong uses blood tests, bone X-rays, and extensive interrogations on Chinese
immigrants applying for visas to reunite with relatives in America. The tests were implemented to confirm
identity and uncover agents of the People’s Republic of China. The U.S. consul-general, Everett Drumright,
goes on to submit a report to the State Department claiming that the majority of Chinese immigrants are
imposters and Chinese already in the U.S. equally fraudulent.27
1955
5*`ÚÛòíâüab-5*cd$e—]%i*q"¨©™fÓ–jgX'Ó–>BCZ[
_^OC1‰Š\PF‘2ÓÔ>8fiGˆ"Ä>*%àh_5*úòíijL´·ik¶l´
(Everett Drumright) m•ï*/ðé¶sÔÙó3xn@F\i*q"\n”ož„3ÞD†05
*%i*ˆš`\pq„_27
F 1956-65
0 The Chinese Confessions Program is created to allow paper sons and daughters to disclose their false identity,
4 and those of their “paper relatives,” in exchange for legal resident status. Established during a moment of anticommunist frenzy that criminalized being Chinese, the program sows paranoia among family, friends and
neighbors in the Chinese American community.
1956-65
"i*rsqr"É0Šq"Yƒ¿$“%wðtÏ-ÄÓ%uvÓÔÜ-"Yƒcd"%uvÓÔ3
úwü‰1&"ÓÔ_wqr\0†ÍPi*ˆNP»M%øÄxyóªÍ|Su%3-05n
GˆA#ip#'&Ez{F%‰g_
F
0 1999
5 A federal grand jury indicts Wen Ho Lee, a Taiwanese American scientist, on charges of gathering national
security intelligence about the U.S. nuclear arsenal for China. Federal investigators are unable to prove these
accusations, but not until after Lee is accused of being a spy for China’s Communist Party.
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1999
s\ˆ)@{Z$SJ9|‘5*}¯±~Y•3„TwØôLÖ5* €ù%*±Ô^+Ù_
•v~Y•M„TPi*ÄHG%àhgh3ˆ),–ˆ•Nô1]^C1„T_
F
0 2011
6 A clause in the 2011 U.S. spending bill prohibits the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy and
NASA from collaborating with China or any Chinese-owned companies, citing risks of espionage.
2011
5*$e1ñi%sÏœVúàhÎÍ|rPÌ3úû`‚}PÆÇƒŒÈ>5*„…†-i*
….Vi*Œ•¨©‰ó
F
0 2014
7 Sherry Chen, a hydrologist working in the National Weather Service office in Wilmington, Ohio is arrested
under suspicion of being a spy for China. In March 2015, federal prosecutors dropped all charges against her
without explanation.
2014
0i‡iƒUÆZm*±hˆ†ûó%°Y¯±î‰ŠOWXPi*ÝíàhÎÍÞM=_2015
Ô3U3ˆ)Ó‹Ã0ÒLŒ•%+Ž#•ÉFüñ%KL„T
VII. New Communities, Old Hatreds: A Legacy of Racist Intimidation
áA¦3Y¾¿(‰•#$$%%•Yp‘
The 1965 Immigration Act opens America’s borders to immigrants from Asia, many of whom are escaping
countries like Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia that have been ripped apart by wars initiated by U.S. aggression.
Asian Americans begin asserting themselves in greater numbers in all facets of American life, from organizing
social movements on its college campuses, to voting at its ballot boxes, to living in its quintessential suburbs.
New enclaves form in places with little previous Asian presence, creating ripe conditions for a new era of racial
strife and violence.
1965Ô%™q"1žïuÄKL%q"~’F5*%£ 3-iEFˆ€0'(0pj=1>4
56SM5*8ÍGH45$(Ž“%*±_5*K‘~¥ú”D¼@%\&Ê-v5*ÍÎ%
•\X3uÃUÄ–%ÚL3Ý0@¯j)cdA¿ÓÍ3v—˜Fë3vÍÎ0·2%A™_
á%e&#0úhlšÒLKLˆ%TX›c3Pá%‰•<ö>-ú67Fcœ%œƒ_
G
0 1975
1 In New York’s Chinatown, sparked by the strip search and beating of Peter Yew while in police custody,
thousands of protesters consisting of local residents, shop owners and community members, march to City
Hall in protest of police brutality against Asian Americans. At the time, it was the largest protest in
Chinatown’s history.
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1975
0ò•>ˆ?3Ì•0•X]YˆàüPeter Yew%ž;;–>@a3\]”ÝÞ„¸Ÿ ïT
&"j>#>A#c•¹¡©vAÆ¢3ÝÞ•‹üK‘5*ˆ%-©_ïó3C\>ˆ?A
B“C@%smÝÞÎÍ_
G 1982 (June 23)
0 Vincent Chin, a young Chinese American living in Detroit, is mistaken as Japanese and killed by two white
2 men, a manifestation of white anxiety about Japan’s rising auto manufacturing industry amidst the decline of
America’s. The murder and trial, which results in a slap on the wrist for Chin’s killers, sets off a second wave of
the Asian American movement. Activists successfully pressure federal authorities to pursue a civil rights case
against Chin’s killers, the first time Asian Americans are protected as a group under civil rights laws.
1982 Ô¸6U23k¹
&E0£´n%Ô¤5nGˆVincent ChinM¥2P\klˆ3M_”`ˆ9@3C•fF`ˆ
ükl¦§~7½05*hkg›ÐS%¸¹_Cmê9%Zë¨SFK‘5*ˆÓÍ%r˜
t89_ÎÍˆ¬c©ïˆ)ï†Oª3Ùÿ-SJChin%«þ3C\K‘5*ˆYmôv"
Ú1%TU_
G 1989 (January 17)
0 Five elementary school children, refugees from Vietnam and Cambodia, are killed by a white domestic
3 terrorist in an elementary school shooting in Stockton, California.12
1989 Ô¸1U17k¹
¬”Â¯Í3uÄ0p>456%7"30Dƒ·-Çm%sKÂ¯®bíƒiMs”`ˆ±
I$¯&g9@_
G 1992 (April 29)
0 Long simmering tensions between the African American community and Korean American business owners
4 in South Central Los Angeles boil over following the acquittal of white police officers who bludgeoned
Rodney King, a black motorist. Korean-owned businesses become targets in week-long protest riots on South
Central streets that are abandoned by law enforcement.
1992 (4U29k)
0:;<ipð%0‘5*ˆA#>°‘5*ˆ,½#gà‡ˆ±²%³ñÖ:30@aƒˆ
•¾²iQ·ë%`ˆ•ÃMòëôMŸ´µF_0MÜ1ð¡¶·%ipð?ã“‡–sÝ%
ÝÞWXi3°*,½cPFab&Õ_
G 1992 (October 17)
0 After getting lost with a friend on the way to a Halloween party, Yoshihiro Hattori, a 16-year-old Japanese
5 student attending school in Baton Rouge, Louisiana is fatally shot by a white man, Rodney Peairs, who
believed Hattori was trespassing on his property. Pearis is ultimately acquitted.13
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1992 Ô¸10U17k¹
0¬ÊDæ•¸¹ü%ž“316º%kl¯ÍM-¶¸Yoshihiro Hattori¹0¬ž;·Ôåƒš‚
ek“¯%ž“»žŸ3Ms”`ˆ²iQ·ÏÆ·~®a˜3w&çM-¶01G)Fw%G
H_ÏÆ·CgMòóôM_13
G 1992 (October 28)
0 Yun Geum-i, a young South Korean bar employee and sex worker, is killed by U.S. Forces member Kenneth
6 Markle stationed in Dongducheon, South Korea. Yun’s murder represents a symptom of the gendered
violence intrinsic to U.S. occupation in the Asia-Pacific.14
1992 Ô¸10U28k¹
Yun Geum-i 3s”Ô¤%°*¼½•û>Oûó„3M`¾0°*÷N¿%s”5v¬!9@
_ Yun Geum-i %•@•fF5*üKŠT#%ÀòˆàL%O‚-ú_14
G 1995 (March 24)
0 Yong Xin Huang, a 16-year-old immigrant from China, dies after being shot by a police officer at his friend’s
7 house in Sheepshead Bay, New York. The officer escapes indictment. Huang’s sister, Qinglan Huang,
becomes an advocate for the family of Akai Gurley, who died in a Brooklyn housing project after being hit by
a stray bullet fired by officer Peter Liang in 2014.
1995 Ô¸3U24k¹
uÄi*%16ºq"Q…á0ò•Ÿ¼|%ÁÂ±iM•‹~®a˜_C”•ÃÒLMSJ_
Q%ÃÃQÄºcPìÅ·ÆÀ±•%ýòˆ(ìÅ·ÆÀ02014ÔM•ÃÇÈÿ¸Peter Liang¹
8É%z%biŸ3˜•KeÇ}%s\EÊi_
G 1995 (September 4)
0 Three U.S. Marines stationed in Okinawa kidnap, beat, and rape a 12-year-old Japanese student in a
8 premeditated attack. The incident sparks increased calls in both Japan and the U.S. for American withdrawal
from Japan.
1995 Ô¸9U4k¹
`<Ë%‘”5*!vS4‹•0smLêê%abiÌÍj@a>t?Fs”12º%kl¯
Í_Csíƒ0kl>5*@8F0u0F%Ùÿ5*Ýkl•v%Îx_
G
0 1997 (April 29)
9 In Rohnert Park, California, Kuan-chung Kao is fatally shot in his driveway by a police officer who mistakes
Kao’s gestures for martial arts moves. Kao’s murder sparks organizing efforts among Asian American
communities nationwide in the weeks following.15
1997 Ô¸4U29k¹
0Dƒ²¸´Œ)3ï'Ï0§ã“Ms”•‹~®a˜3w•‹¥úPï%þÐ\€QÍó
_ïŒÍ%ñWT8F^*K‘5*ˆA#0w˜ŸlÝ·%¡©ÝÞ_15
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G 2011 (October 3)
1 Private Danny Chen, a 19-year-old soldier from New York Chinatown, is found dead by self-inflicted gunshot
0 wound at his base in Afghanistan. His suicide follows repeated subjection to racially charged physical and
verbal abuse by his superiors and fellow soldiers. This tragedy has eerie echoes to that of Lance Corporal
Harry Lew, who kills himself after being hazed and physically attacked by fellow Marines earlier that year.16
2011 Ô¸10U3k¹
uÄò•>ˆ?%19º¬!cQ·î¸Danny Chen¹0ìçÑÒTM8f˜•ÄÓ®‘3Ÿhw
©vF“•>¬!0Ó•“>òÔ“%‰•#$Õõ_î%Ä9-º·#¬M¶·Ö¸Harry Lew
¹%Ä9íƒLÕ#×%Î¯3Ö0ŒÔß1óØM!vS4‹š=WÙ>ˆÓÚbŸÄ9Ó
™_1
G 2017 (November 25)
1 Yang Song, a 38-year-old Chinese sex worker, jumps to her death on 40th Road in Flushing, New York when
1 an undercover police operation threatens her arrest. A group called Red Canary Song forms to support her
family’s legal case and grows into a grassroots Chinese massage parlor worker coalition. 17
2017
38º%i*Oûó„ÛÜ0ò•1klr40žÝÞÓ™3ïó•X%smß£©ÍUVU=ñ
_P$Žñ±•%1nJa3s\”P"àëØágâ"%$•c|Ò8õcPs\ãìO%i
*äåðûˆˆæ_ 17
G 2017 (June 9)
1 Yingying Zhang, a visiting Chinese scholar at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, is abducted by
2 Brendt Allen Christensen, a former physics graduate student, who brutally rapes and murders her.
2017 Ô¸6U9k¹
îÀçî@¯µš¸-Úè&jopi*¯„ñééMhÎõ:êëÍKK´·ìK·Ç¶·íO
ÌÍ3Ÿ„ÓîTt?Òê9Fñ_
VIII. 9/11 Scapegoats: Terror Against Muslim Americans and South Asians
9/11 žMŸ(:ü5*ï·}>pKˆ%$½
Following 9/11, societal conflations of Islam and terrorism directly correlated to a sharp increase in violent
attacks against Muslims, Sikhs, South Asians and Arabs in America. This general climate of hate and
xenophobia permeates into the next two decades, manifesting in implicit biases, aggressive racial profiling, acts
of racial terrorism, and the enactment of discriminatory policies and laws.
9/11íƒŸ3î·ºs>$¯#$M#Psð3•UÖ:v5*:üï·}jñÇstjpKˆ>
ìk³ˆ%-úabòóûD_C‰ýô>ý‡+?|õö÷vŒŸ˜ºÔi3Rf0·øNd
jùùúˆ%‰•NOj‰•$¯#$©PúÜIKK{OÆÇ>1n_
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H 2001 (September 11)
0 After the destruction of the World Trade Center in New York by al-Qaeda terrorists, reported cases of
1 violence and racial profiling against South Asian Americans spike.
2001 Ô¸9U11k¹
0ÒTcd$¯&g`[ò•1:i§gŸ3:üpK‘5*ˆ%-ú>‰•û&ñƒTû_
H 2001 (September 15)
0 Balbir Singh Sodhi, a Sikh-American gas station owner, is murdered in Mesa, Arizona by Frank Silva Roque,
2 who mistook Sodhi as Arab Muslim. The same day, Roque launched additional attacks on a Lebanese
American gas station clerk and a local Afghan American family. He was later found guilty and sentenced to
death for his crimes.
2001Ô¸9U15k¹
5*ñÇsDüÒ=«šÆýÆ·]Ê·<þ (Balbir Singh Sodhi) 0KÀÿåƒÖ!MjºÇ·"Æ#
·²Ç (Frank Silva Roque) ê93Ÿ„¥2P<þ\ìk³ï·}_šs•3²Çüs”›š$‘
5*DüÒ%•>s\ïT%ìçÑ‘5*ˆ±Iâ8ÍFab_ŸuwMëLM3ÒO-M©
Mëë˜G_
H 2001 (September 16)
0 In the week following 9/11, white supremacist Mark Stroman attacks three South Asian American convenience
3 store clerks in Dallas, Texas, killing Waqar Hassan and Vasudev Patel, and blinding Raisuddin Bhuiyan.
Stroman calls the acts a “patriotic” reprisal for the 9/11 attacks.
2001 Ô¸9U16k¹
09/11íƒgŸ%sÝ¶3`ˆO“#$„-Ç··´²&0iÇ!·ƒ–k·abF‘”pK‘
5*[À>>•39@F#pÆ·Mÿ>#'iô·(´Æ3ÒÓ@L')·Kî*“+_·´²&
nC1©P\9/11ab%"¡*"Ù•_
H
0 2002
4 The Department of Justice launches a program requiring men on non-immigrant visas from 24 Muslimmajority countries, such as Pakistan and Bangladesh, to report to local immigration offices for fingerprinting
and interrogation. Over 83,000 individuals registered of which 13,000 individuals were placed in deportation
proceedings, but the program failed to uncover any terrorism-related evidence.
2002
•1ð,ÍFsÏqr3ÙÿuÄšÒ·->.Dk*S24\ï·}ÀF\%*±%ŽL0q"
—]%^gïïTq"ƒŒÈÙó„/>Z[+Ž_0•833000ˆìí3-i133000ˆM1•
2Œezr33Úwqr}£8f.V-$¯#$LÖ%]í_
H
0 2006
5 An internal New York Police Department intelligence strategy calls for targeted surveillance of Shia Muslims
and their mosques in New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut based solely on their ethnicity and religion. In
2011, an AP investigation reveals a joint NYPD and Central Intelligence Agency program of intense
surveillance of the Muslim community using informants known as “mosque crawlers.”
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2006
ò••‹†·ð%+Ù4HÙÿüò•já4W>Í56Êƒ%7-¹ï·}Ü->89¨©L
:üO%5{3C:^Ò•wx%‰•>;s_2011Ô35ˆA%sÏ,–b.3ò•A•‹†
>i<+Ù†ˆ‰qrÀèMnP"=g>©„"%?ˆüï·}A#¨©@î5{_
H
0 2012 (August 5)
6 A domestic terrorist kills six people, all practitioners of Sikhism, and critically injures three at a gurdwara, or
place of worship, in Oak Creek, Wisconsin. Witnesses speculate that the attacker conflated Sikhism with Islam.
2012 Ô¸8U5k¹
s”5**·$¯&g0U·ÍÓƒAB¨%ÆÆi#k¸Oak Creek¹9@FCˆ3wxN\
ñÇs%Ý½„3DL‘ˆ0ÆÆi#k¸…EFBK¹ôn‘_&b„y‰3ab„†ñÇs
-î·ºs#PsS_
H 2017 (February 22)
0 Adam Purinton shoots two Indian men, Alok Madasani and Srinivas Kuchibhotla, in Olathe, Kansas, killing
7 Kuchibhotla. He allegedly yells “get out of my country” and “terrorist” before firing. Purinton pleads guilty to
charges of murder and attempted murder, as well as federal hate-crime charges, and receives three
consecutive life-in-prison sentences.
2017 Ô¸2U22k¹
Kï·|}m0G!·ƒ¹k´®b_”¥‹^gì:Ç·-–!Q>·¶Q#··ùP¡´k39
˜FùP¡´k_ín3w0~Hh@I“JeK%*±”>“$¯&g”_|}müê9>ê9}
L%„TúÜˆ)ýôM„T2M3Më‘ÍgÓ5ú_
H
0 2017 (January 27)
8 President Donald Trump signs Executive Order 13769, titled “Protecting the Nation from Foreign Terrorist
Entry into the United States” but also known as the “Muslim Ban.” The order prohibits immigration from Iran,
Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, and Yemen.
2017 Ô¸1U27k¹
>¸i·´M|úš—˜r13769Ç©Æû43”P“TU*±.û‡*$¯&g¨)5*”ÚâMn
P"ï·}ú4"_wû4úûuÄîMjîkÇjÀýKj<-¶j'cjNÀK>â¡%q"_
H
0 2019
9 SAALT reports 213 incidents of hate violence and 89 instances of xenophobic political rhetoric against South
Asian, Muslim, Sikh, Middle Eastern, and Arab Americans in the first year following Donald Trump’s
presidential election.18
2019
SAALTÙóF213Sýô»Míƒ>89S:üpKjï·}jñÇsji÷>ìk³‘5*ˆ%
ý‡Æèòóíƒ3C1íƒ8Í0>¸i·´M|úšOŸgŸ%lÔ¶_18
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IX. Ailing America: The Racialization of COVID-19
P•%5*(á-•®%‰••
In troubling echoes of medical scapegoating and discriminatory violence in previous eras, Chinese and Asian
Americans have been blamed for COVID-19 by the highest reaches of government, a de facto greenlight to
menace and kill Asian Americans. Since early 2020, Asians in America have faced a dual pandemic––the
universal anxiety of contracting COVID-19 alongside a constant fear of racialized violence that has only been
escalating and intensifying. This section details the traumatic and frenzied events since the coronavirus
disrupted normal life and ushered in a turning point in the history of Asian America.
0hl\óý3œ•žMŸ>K{O-ú%4ˆ¢Ô%ÜAi3G‘>K‘5*ˆMÆðCïQ
„…PCOVID-193í^“\UV>9@K‘5*ˆ%RS_Ä2020Ôyúu35*K‘3\Tn
@z©——|õÉ§ºÆCOVID-193šó¢«É§‰•-ú¡¿U•>Dó_l¸VWÞXFÄ
-J•®ÙX€‡ÍÎÒYuK‘5*ˆAB@±ùúu%6‘>Zxíƒ_
I01

February 22, 2018
U.S. Citizens and Immigration Services changes their mission statement, deleting language that describes the
U.S. as “a nation of immigrants.” In 2019, USCIS replaces the term “foreign national” with “alien” in its policy
manuals to refer to “any person not a citizen or national of the United States.”
2018Ô2U22k
5*Œ">q"[/†ÂVFwx%Dûòò3\7F†5*Z[P"q"*±"%]^_2019Ô
3q"†0-ÆÇþ_i†"‡**""s`ÂP"‡*ˆ"3ú„".V¢\5*Œ"…*"%ˆ"

I02

December 31, 2019
Chinese authorities treat dozens of cases of pneumonia of an unknown origin in the city of Wuhan, the capital
of Hubei province. China reports its first death from the illness on January 11, 2020.
2019Ô12U31k
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January 21, 2020
The United States reports its first case of the coronavirus, a Washington state resident who recently traveled
to Wuhan.
2020Ô1U21k
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January 23, 2020
Wuhan, a city of 11 million residents, is put on lockdown to contain the spread of the virus. Chinese authorities
close Wuhan’s airports, and train and bus stations. Soon, all of Hubei province is locked down.
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January 2020
Restaurant and hotel owners in New York’s largest Chinese communities report a 40-50% decline in business
that they attribute to coronavirus fears in association with Chinese people.
2020 Ô 1 U
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January 2020
A range of conspiracy theories about the virus spread across the internet, many of them perpetuating the idea
that it was created as a biological weapon by the Chinese government.19
2020 Ô 1 U
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February 2, 2020
The first coronavirus death is reported outside of China: a man from Wuhan who traveled to the Philippines.
On the same day, the Trump administration severely restricts travel from China.
2020Ô2U2k
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February 11, 2020
The International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses officially names the virus SARS-CoV-2. On the same
day, the World Health Organization announces an official name for the disease caused by SARS-CoV-2:
COVID-19.
2020Ô2U11k
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February 20, 2020
Rong Xin Liao, an 84-year-old Asian American, is viciously kicked out of his seated walker in San Francisco’s
Tenderloin neighborhood.
2020Ô2U20k
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February 23, 2020
Ahmaud Arbery, a 25-year-old Black man, is fatally shot and killed while jogging in Glynn County, Georgia.
The killers pursue Arbery while driving through the neighborhood, and after an altercation involving the use of
racial slurs, Arbery is shot three times.
2020Ô2U23k
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February 29, 2020
The United States reports its first COVID-19 death in Washington state, although it is later determined that
the first death occurred nearly three weeks earlier in California.
2020Ô2U29k
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March 1, 2020
Governor Andrew Cuomo announces New York’s first confirmed case of COVID-19, a 39-year-old health
care worker from Manhattan. The New York Times reports the story with an image taken in Flushing’s
Chinese community, even though the article does not mention the patient’s ethnicity or where she lives.
2020Ô3U1k
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March 11, 2020
The World Health Organization (WHO) declares the COVID-19 outbreak to be a global pandemic.
2020Ô3U11k
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March 13, 2020
Breonna Taylor, an unarmed African American medical worker in Louisville, Kentucky is shot and killed in her
own apartment by police officers conducting a drug-related raid. The officers entered with an approved “noknock” warrant. In June, the Louisville Metro Council passes an ordinance known as "Breonna's Law," banning
no-knock search warrants.
2020Ô3U13k
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March 14, 2020
A man stabs an Asian American family of three, a father and children aged 2 and 6, in a Sam’s Club in
Midland, Texas. The attacker believes them to be Chinese, though the father is from Myanmar, citing fear of
the COVID-19 outbreak and possible infection as a motive.
2020Ô3U14k
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March 16, 2020
President Trump first tweets the phrase “Chinese Virus.” The following week, Twitter sees an increase in antiAsian hashtags and a rise in hate crimes. Days later, in a highly publicized speech, Trump refers to SARS
CoV-2 as the “Chinese virus.”
2020Ô3U16k
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March 20, 2020
New York, following California’s lead, issues a mandatory stay-at-home order. Later that week, The U.S. leads
the world in confirmed cases, surpassing China and Italy.
2020Ô3U20k
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April 17, 2020
The National Republican Senatorial Committee sends GOP campaigns a 57-page document that urges them
to blame China for creating the COVID-19 pandemic.21
2020Ô4U17k
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May 25, 2020
In Minneapolis, George Floyd is killed by police officer Derek Chauvin, who is caught on video kneeling on
Floyd’s neck for over 9 minutes. Massive nationwide Black Lives Matter protests erupt for weeks afterwards in
a collective cry for justice and to argue for re-imagining law enforcement.
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June 20, 2020
At his rally in Tulsa, President Trump refers to the Coronavirus as the “Kung Flu.” In July, he claims the
Chinese government is "fully responsible for concealing the virus and unleashing it upon the world."
2020Ô6U20k
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September 29, 2020
During the first presidential debate ahead of the 2020 U.S. election, Trump makes inflammatory remarks
regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, declaring “It’s China’s fault” and referring to the disease as the “China
plague.”
2020Ô9U29k
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October 2, 2020
Trump is hospitalized for COVID-19. The Anti-Defamation League finds an 85% increase in anti-Asian
rhetoric and conspiracy theories on the platform in the 12 hours following the announcement.23
2020Ô10U2k
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December 11th, 2020
Just eleven months after scientists began vaccine development, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
issues the first emergency use authorization for a vaccine for the prevention of COVID-19 in individuals 16
years of age and older. The emergency use authorization allows the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine to
be distributed in the U.S.
2020Ô12U11k
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December 23, 2020
Angelo Quinto, a Filipino Navy veteran going through an episode of paranoia, dies after a California police
officer kneels on his neck for several minutes.
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December 30, 2020
Christian Hall, a 19-year-old Chinese American, is shot and killed in Monroe County, Pennsylvania, while
standing on a bridge in the midst of a mental health crisis.
2020Ô12U30k
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January 28, 2021
84-year-old Vicha Ratanapakdee, a Thai American, was shoved to the ground and killed in a broad daylight
assault in San Francisco while taking his daily walk.
2021Ô1U28k
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January 31, 2021
A 91-year-old man is shoved to the ground in Oakland Chinatown in an unprovoked attack. The suspect
reportedly attacked two other victims that day, also both of Asian descent, shortly after this first attack.
2021Ô1U31k
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February 16, 2021
In New York, a 71-year-old Asian woman is attacked on a moving E train. On the same day, a 68-year-old
Asian woman is punched on the back of the head early in the morning on a northbound A-train platform.
2021Ô2U16k
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February 22, 2021
The U.S. announces its 500,000th death from COVID-19.
2021Ô2U22k
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February 25, 2021
A 36-year-old Asian man is stabbed in the back in Manhattan’s Chinatown in an incident that is not being
investigated as a hate crime.
2021Ô2U25k
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February 28, 2021
StopAAPI Hate, a database that collects incidents of anti-Asian harassment, reports 3,795 hate incidents since
March 28, 2020, with almost 1500 reports of coronavirus discrimination in Stop AAPI Hate’s first month
alone.24
2021Ô2U28k
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March 16, 2021
Eight people are murdered in a series of mass shootings at three spas and massage parlors in the Atlanta
metropolitan area. Six of the victims were women of Asian descent, several of whom were employed at the
spas. The tragedy points to the violent and deadly potential of casting Asian American women as hypersexualized. The white suspect, Aaron Long, tells police that he has a “sexual addiction” and carried out the
shooting to eliminate his “temptation.” The victims are: Xiaojie Tan, Delaina Ashley Yaun, Daoyou Feng,
Hyun Jung Grant, Soon Chung Park, Suncha Kim, Yong Ae Yue, Paul Andre Michels
2021Ô3U16k
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March 21, 2021
Thousands of New Yorkers gather in Manhattan’s Columbus Square protesting the recent wave of Anti-Asian
racism and hate crimes, specifically the tragic spa shootings in Atlanta earlier that week.
2021Ô3U21k
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March 21, 2021
Over 1000 New Yorkers gather in Union Square for a Black-Asian solidarity rally, marching down Broadway
chanting “Black Lives Matter. Asian Lives Matter.” This protest is one of many solidarity rallies sweeping the
country in the past year, ––in Oakland, Philadelphia, Atlanta, and Baltimore, among other cities, connecting
the Black Lives Matter movement to the Stop Asian Hate movement.
2021Ô3U21k
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March 29, 2021
A young Asian man is repeatedly beaten on a Manhattan-bound J train and is left unconscious. The event is
caught on video and is being investigated as a potential hate crime.
2021Ô3U29k
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March 29, 2021
Vilma Kari, a 65-year-old Filipina woman walking to church in Midtown Manhattan, is repeatedly kicked on
the ground by a man who repeatedly yells, “You don’t belong here!” as witnesses stand by without intervening.
2021Ô3U29k
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March 30, 2021
An Asian-owned convenience store in Charlotte, North Carolina is trashed by a man wielding a metal post
and yelling racial slurs.
2021Ô3U30k
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April 3, 2021
Ke Chieh Meng, a 64-year-old Asian American woman, is stabbed to death walking her two dogs in the La
Sierra neighborhood of Riverside, California. A 23-year-old transient woman is taken into custody for
suspicion of her murder in what law enforcement describe as a “random” attack.
2021Ô4U3k
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April 5, 2021
Sofia Enguillado posts a video on TikTok of her 18-year-old son, who is of Filipino descent, being beaten
outside of a lounge in San Francisco’s North Beach neighborhood. On the same day, a man who threw rocks
at an Asian American woman and her six-year-old son in the Los Angeles area is charged with a hate crime.
The perpetrator told police that “Koreans in the area were trying to control him.”
2021Ô4U5k
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April 15, 2021
A gunman openly fired inside of a FedEx warehouse outside of Indianapolis, killing eight people and then
himself. Four of the victims were members of Indianapolis’ Sikh community.
2021Ô4U15k
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Resources for Educators
•
•
•
•
•

Curriculum Guides
Online collection
Archives and Library holdings
Virtual school visits
Educator evenings

Since 1961, the American Folk Art Museum has been the leading
institution shaping the understanding of art by the self-taught through
its exhibitions, publications, and educational programs. As a center of
scholarship, it showcases the creativity of individuals whose singular
talents have been refined through personal experience rather than
formal artistic training. Its collection includes more than eight thousand
works of art from four centuries and nearly every continent—from
compelling portraits and dazzling quilts to powerful works by living
artists in a variety of mediums.

AFAM Curriculum Guides
8 Downloadable PDFs available online

Collection database
Over 4,000 searchable objects

Back issues of “The Clarion” and “Folk Art” magazines (1971–2005) available to
read via Issu

Virtual classroom visits with AFAM educators

For Youth, By Youth: An Introduction
to the Bronx Museum’s Teen-Made
Archive
Nell Klugman, Education Programs Manager
The Bronx Museum of the Arts

The Bronx Museum of the Arts

The Bronx Museum of the Arts

Teen Council

“The Bronx Museum at Home”

Teen Programs

Teen Programs

Online, we feature teen-created:

-Videos (interviews with artists, teen-led discussions)
BronxMuseum.org and YouTube

-Zines
BronxMuseum.org and issuu.com
-Exhibitions
BronxMuseum.org

¡Presente! The Young Lords in New York

Notice how these Teen Summer artists used color,
lighting, expressions, and background details to show who
they are and how they feel.
What would you like to express about your identity? How
do you want to represent yourself? You can take a photo
with your phone or other camera, make a collage, or use
any other materials you want.

Artist interviews: http://www.bronxmuseum.org/education/the-bronx-museum-at-homemeet-the-artist
YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1LWUk93tDxy_3K5KOxW8Iw

JESSICA LACHER-FELDMAN
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
AIDS EDUCATION POSTERS
IN THE CLASSROOM:
BUILDING LESSONS & BRIDGING
DISCIPLINES FOR K-12 STUDENTS
ARCHIVES EDUCATION INSTITUTE
OCTOBER 23, 2021

HEALTH EDUCATION POSTERS:
CONVERGENCE OF POLITICAL ACTIVISM,
PUBLIC HEALTH AND GRAPHIC DESIGN.

GETTING THE MESSAGE ACROSS
The best posters can reach an
expansive audience to
teach, provoke dialog and inspire
positive change.
That’s why they are made.
And they work.

WHY AIDS EDUCATION
POSTERS?
ABOUT THE COLLECTION.

OVER 8,000 POSTERS
130 COUNTRIES
76 LANGUAGES AND
DIALECTS

SUBJECT MATTER:
COMPLICATED (!)
ESPECIALLY FOR
YOUNGER AUDIENCES.

WHY ARE THEY SO
IMPORTANT?
The posters in this collection give us so many
windows into the HIV/AIDS crisis and infinite
ways to address the crisis through art, activism,
mobilization, information sharing, and more.

TEACHING WITH THE
POSTERS: NOW AND
IN THE FUTURE

UNPRECEDENTED

ACCESS:
SEARCHABLE
DOWNLOADABLE

APPROACHING
TEACHING AND
LEARNING

Political
Activism
Education

AIDS
Posters

Graphic
Design

Public
Health

HOW THEY ARE USED?

STUDENT
PROJECTS:
TRANSLATION
AND LINGUISTIC
INTERPRETATION

Visual literacy.
Cultural
competency.
Diversity.
Inclusion.

BUILDING
CONVERSATIONS:
GOING PAST THE
EMOJI CULTURE

UPCOMING MAJOR EXHIBITION

NEVER SILENT:
AIDS EDUCATION POSTERS
AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF ROCHESTER
Jessica Lacher-Feldman
Assistant Dean and the Joseph N. Lambert and Harold B. Schleifer
Director Rare Books and Special Collections
The University of Rochester

Exhibit at
MAG

Book Project

The
Plan

Traveling
Show

Public
Programming

COMMUNICATING
THROUGH THE VISUAL:
HOW ARE THE MESSAGES
CONVEYED?
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Humor
Scare tactics
Iconic art
Eroticism
Shock value
Compassion
More…

WHAT ARE THE MESSAGES?
CHALLENGING CONVERSATIONS

MYTHS AND
MISINFORMATION:
CORRECTING THE
MISCONCEPTIONS

Another Myth Down The Drain.
AIDS isn't transmitted by drinking from the same
water fountain as an AIDS victim*. Protect yourself
against unnecessary fear, and real dangers--learn
all you can about AIDS.
Creators / Group: West Virginia State Department
of Health, 1800 Washington Street East,
Charleston, WV.
Date: 1988
Language: English
Locale: West Virginia, USA
Dimensions: 56 x 43 cm.
Identifier: AP1749.jpg

MYTHS & MISINFORMATION:
CORRECTING MISCONCEPTIONS
AIDS DOES NOT DISCRIMINATE
After Devastating The Entire Gay Community Of This
Country, AIDS Is Looking For Something A Little Bit
Different.
"Deep down inside, you may think only gay people can really get AIDS. Or
prostitutes. IV drug users. People from Haiti. Well, now the target has gotten a
little bigger than that. Now it's everybody. Doctors, lawyers, housewives--the only
thing you need to be is human. As you know, AIDS can't be cured. But it can be
prevented with the right precautions. If you're not familiar with all of them, call
AID Atlanta at 876-9944 or 1-800-551-2728. The more you think you can't get
AIDS the sooner you should probably call us.
AID Atlanta
The people above are professional models. Not people with AIDS."

Description: A studio portrait of a straight, white family with
two young children and a golden retriever occupies the top of
the page. Underneath the photograph sits two blocks of text,
which warn viewers that AIDS does not discriminate.
Creators / Group: AID Atlanta
Language: English
Locale: Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Dimensions: 46 x 29 cm.

CULTIVATING
COMPASSION
I Have AIDS Please Hug Me
"I can't make you sick."
"AIDS Hot Line For Kids"
"Center for Attitudinal Healing"
"19 Main St. Tiburon, CA 94920, (415) 435-5022"
Description: A child's drawing of himself with
child-like writing.
Series: I have AIDS.
Artist: Keeler, Jack.
Creators / Group: Center for Attitudinal
Healing
Date: 1987
Language: English
Locale: Tiburon, California, USA
Dimensions: 38 x 28 cm.
Identifier:
AP183.jpg

AIDS IS A
WOMEN’S ISSUE

AIDS Is A Women's Issue
Description: Illustration of a woman reading a book,
cityscape out her window. Plate with food on a table in
front of her.
Series: AIDS is a Women's Issue
Artist: Everitt, Betsy
Creators / Group: New York City Department of Health
Date: 1990-1993
Language: English
Locale: New York, New York, USA
Dimensions: 28 x 71 cm.
Identifier:
AP1072.jpg

PROMOTING SAFE
BEHAVIOR: HIV/AIDS AND
COVID-19 PARALLELS
Condoman Says: Don't Be Shame, Be
Game. Protect Yourself.
"Aboriginal Health Workers of Australia
(Queensland)"
Description: Comic style image of
Condoman in a superhero costume, in an
island setting; holding a condom
package.
Creators / Group: Australia.
Department of Community Services
and Health
Date: 1991
Language: English
Locale: Woden, Australia
Dimensions: 42 x 28 cm
Identifier:
AP3264.jpg

DRUG USE AND
CLEAN NEEDLES

AIDS Can Blow Your High
"If you're not going to stop, at least use clean
needles."
Description: Text and illustration of a syringe
with blood at its tip.
Creators / Group: HERO (Health Education
Resource Organization)
Date: 1987
Language: English
Locale: Baltimore, Maryland, USA
Dimensions: 43 x 28 cm.
Identifier:
AP733.jpg

POLITICS, GOVERNMENT,
RELIGION, PROTEST
MOVEMENTS

Unsafe
"North Carolina Republican JESSE HELMS is the chief philistine,
misogynist, homophobe, and AIDS bigot in the United States
Senate. He has lead the right-wing legislative attack on freedom
of expression, on the National Endowment of the Arts, on
reproductive rights, on protecting lesbians and gay men from hate
crimes, and on health care and human rights for people with AIDS.
Helms' largest corporate political donor is Philip Morris Companies,
Inc. manufacturer of Marlboro cigarettes. BOYCOTT MARLBORO!"
Description: Large black-and-white newspaper portrait of Jesse
Helms.
Series: Safe / Unsafe
Creators / Group: Boy With Arms Akimbo / Girl With Arms
Akimbo
Date: 1990
Language: English
Locale: San Francisco, California, USA
Dimensions: 43 x 38 cm.
Identifier:
AP82.jpg

HIV/AIDS IS A
(CONTINUING)
GLOBAL CRISIS
AIDS Still Kills. Think, Feel, Act.
Demand action from your government. Sign the petition
at www.globalprogressiveforum.org.
Description: Drawing of a bubble, a heart, and a
pointing hand with words on them.
Series: AIDS still kills.
Creators / Group: Party of European Socialists. Global
Progressive Forum.
Language: English
Locale: Brussels, Belgium
Identifier:
AP11206_01.jpg

CULTURAL
COMPETENCY AND
DISCUSSIONS

AIDS Kills.
Description: Illustration of a landscape and a pole with
feather at the top stuck into a coffin.
Creators / Group: South Dakota Division of Education,
Department of Health, 523 East Capitol Pierre, SD.
Language: English
Locale: Pierre, South Dakota, USA
Dimensions: 55 x 45 cm.
Identifier:
AP1646.jpg

DELIVERING THE
MESSAGE: IMAGERY
HUMOR
(AS A SPRINGBOARD FOR
DIFFICULT CONVO)

DELIVERING THE MESSAGE: IMAGERY
ICONIC ART

Cuide-Se - Take Care - Fais Gaffe.
Translation: Take care.
Description: God is passing a condom to Adam in the
Michelangelo fresco from the Sistine Chapel.
Artist: Michelangelo Buonarroti, 1475-1564.
Creators / Group: Grupo pela Vidda (Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil)
Language: Portuguese, English, French
Locale: Brazil
Identifier:
AP10334_01.jpg

DELIVERING THE
MESSAGE: IMAGERY
CONTEMPORARY
ART AND ARTISTS

Ignorance=Fear. Silence=Death. Fight AIDS. Act Up.
Description:
Illustration of three figures with hands over their
eyes, ears and mouth, representing not seeing, not
hearing, not speaking.
Artist: Haring, Keith
Creators / Group: ACT UP
Date: 1989
Language: English
Locale: New York, USA
Dimensions: 109 x 61 cm.
Identifier:
AP6911.jpg

SOCIAL
MOVEMENTS AND
ACTIVISM

Ignorance=Fear. Silence=Death. Fight AIDS. Act Up.
Description:
Illustration of three figures with hands over their
eyes, ears and mouth, representing not seeing, not
hearing, not speaking.
Artist: Haring, Keith
Creators / Group: ACT UP
Date: 1989
Language: English
Locale: New York, USA
Dimensions: 109 x 61 cm.
Identifier:
AP6911.jpg

NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL
AWARENESS

Ignorance=Fear. Silence=Death. Fight AIDS. Act Up.
Description:
Illustration of three figures with hands over their
eyes, ears and mouth, representing not seeing, not
hearing, not speaking.
Artist: Haring, Keith
Creators / Group: ACT UP
Date: 1989
Language: English
Locale: New York, USA
Dimensions: 109 x 61 cm.
Identifier:
AP6911.jpg

AS A STARTING
POINT FOR
APPROACHES TO
ART/ART HISTORY
GRAPHIC DESIGN

DIVERSITY,
ACCESSIBILITY,
AND COMMUNICATION
TECHNIQUES

GEOGRAPHIC
APPROACH TO
UNDERSTANDING
HIV/AIDS POSTERS

WHAT’S NEXT:
INTERDISCIPLINARY
CURRICULUM GUIDE
AVAILABLE ONLINE VIA
AEP.LIB.ROCHESTER.EDU/
ACCOMPANYING MAJOR
EXHIBITION, POSSIBLE
TRAVELING SHOW
LECTURES, FILM SERIES,
POSTER CONTEST (!)
AS ALWAYS THE COLLECTION
IS ONLINE AND IT IS EASY TO
CAPTURE POSTERS FOR
CLASSROOM USE.

THANK YOU!
I am always available
to consult about
approaches to using
the collection in the
classroom. Email:
JLF@rochester.edu

RESOURCES:
HTTPS://AEP.LIB.ROCHESTER.EDU/HOME
CURRICULUM GUIDE AND ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES WILL BE ADDED AND UPDATED ON
TABS AT BOTTOM OF SITE.
RECOMMENDED NYC-CENTRIC DOC FILM
VIEWING FOR HIGH SCHOOL:
HTTPS://WWW.UNITEDINANGER.COM/
CONTACT ME WITH ANY QUESTIONS
ANYTIME.
NOTE: EXPLICIT MATERIAL ON WEBSITE – NOT
SUITABLE FOR YOUNGER (OR EVEN HS)
STUDENT BROWSING….
POSTERS CAN EASILY BE DOWNLOADED FOR
PRESENTATION/LESSONS

LAGNIAPPE

СПИД: За Минуты Удовольствия Расплата - Жизнь
Translation:
AIDS. Minutes of pleasure at the expense of life.
Description:
Coin purse with lips.
Date:
1989
Language:
Russian
Locale:
Russia
Dimensions:
67 x 48 cm.
Keywords: Risk-taking (Psychology), Prostitution, Money
Identifier:
AP5422.jpg

Master, Make We Go Now! OK... But With Condom!
"Issued by: 37 Military Hospital - Accra, Health Division of Ghana
Armed Forces. Designed and produced by Apple Pie Publicity Ltd. Accra"
Description:
Woman in a short dress talking to a man in dressed in military
clothing.
Series:
37 Military Hospital
Creators / Group:
National AIDS/STD Control Programme (Ghana)
Language:
English
Locale:
Accra, Ghana
Dimensions:
28 x 22 cm.
Keywords: Conversation, Men, Promiscuity, Prostitution, Safe
sex in AIDS prevention, Condoms, Women, Armed Forces
Identifier:
AP5988.jpg

The Keith Haring Altarpiece: An AIDS Memorial Chapel Project
"Grace Cathedral, San Francisco"
Description:
Illustration of a red angel with wings with radiating lines.
Artist:
Haring, Keith
Creators / Group:
The McGaw Foundation Benefitting AIDS Charities
Language:
English
Locale:
San Francisco, California, USA
Dimensions:
92 x 62 cm.
Keywords: Memorials, Religion, Angels
Identifier:
AP5213.jpg

!דאג להיות לבוש
Suggest or improve a translation
Translation:
Make sure you're well dressed!
Description:
Illustration showing a clothes hanger with an unrolled condom
hanging over it.
Date:
1991
Language:
Hebrew
Locale:
Israel
Dimensions:
79 x 51 cm.
Keywords: Condoms, Clothing and dress, AIDS
(Disease)--Prevention
Identifier:
AP3692.jpg

Vanessa Was In A Fatal Car Accident Last Night. Only She
Doesn't Know It Yet.
"Every year, thousands of young people die in car accidents
caused by drugs and alcohol. but now you can wreck your life
without hitting the gas pedal. The number of reported AIDS cases
among teenagers has increased by 96% in the last two years. If
you get high and forget, even for a moment, how risky sex can be,
you're putting your life on the line. AIDS. Another way drugs can
kill."
Description:
Photograph of a man and woman kissing in a car.
Series:
AIDS: Another Way Drugs Can Kill
Artist:
Nahoum, Ken
Creators / Group:
National Institute on Drug Abuse
Language:
English
Locale:
District of Columbia, USA
Dimensions:
56 x 43 cm.
Keywords: Automobiles, Heterosexuals, Drug abuse, HIV
infections, Kissing, Men, Youth, Women, AIDS (Disease) in
adolescents, AIDS (Disease)--Prevention, Risk-taking
(Psychology)
Identifier:
AP511.jpg

Ringing Bros. And Barnum & Bailey Circus: A Benefit To Fight
AIDS
"Presented by Gay Men's Health Crisis, Inc. The biggest gay event
of all time. GMHC, Inc. Circus ticket. Hotline 212/807-7517.
Madison Square Garden / Saturday April 30, 1983 - 8 PM. Tickets
10- 15- 25-."
Description:
A poster for a circus-themed benefit for AIDS prevention. A tiger
jumps through the center circle and acrobats are suspended near
the top. A marquee appears in the lower part, advertising the date
of the event.
Artist:
Poersch, Enno
Creators / Group:
Gay Men's Health Crisis, Inc.
Date:
1983
Language:
English
Locale:
New York, New York, USA
Keywords: Circus, Tiger, Fund raising, Parties, AIDS
(Disease)--Prevention
Identifier:
50005.jpg

Doin' What Comes Natur'lly! An All-Star Tribute To Ethel Merman
"To Benefit Gay Men's Health Crisis."
"Featuring: Lainie Kazan, Patti LuPone, Andrea Martin, Elaine Stritch, with
special guest Bette Midler."
"Directed by Scott Wittman. Produced in Association with Lainie Kazan.
Written by Bruce Vilanch. Musical director David Chase. Choreography by
Jerry Mitchell."
"7:00PM, Sunday, February 1, 1998, Richard Rodgers Theatre, 226 W. 26th
St. For tickets or further information call 212-367-1111."
"Gay Men's Health Crisis (GMHC), the nation's oldest and largest AIDS
organization, provides direct services to thousands of men, women and
children with HIV and AIDS in New York City, and reaches tens of thousands
more through its education and advocacy programs."
Description:
Classic photo of singer and actress Ethel Merman singing against a white
background with red roses.
Creators / Group:
Gay Men's Health Crisis
Date:
1998
Language:
English
Locale:
New York, New York, USA
Dimensions:
56 x 36 cm.
Keywords: Celebrities, Concert, Fund raising
Identifier:
AP1232.jpg

Murderer, Liar, & Drug Co. Pimp
Description:
Drawing of a man's head (Dr. Anthony Fauci) in front of
crossbones and pill capsules. San Francisco: ACT UP, [1996-?].
handbill leaflet. 8.5x11 inch handbill, portrait of Fauci modified into
skull and crossbones with backdrop of AZT pills in the background
on one side, dense small-font text on the other side, very good. on
green stock. Distributed by the local ACT UP group which split off
from the national ACT UP organization and articulated an AIDS
conspiracy line, alleging that it was not a real disease but an
invention of the drug companies seeking to profit from peddling
pharmaceuticals. This leaflet appears to have been distributed at a
banquet honoring Fauci for his research on HIV. It argues that
instead of being hosted at a banquet, "You should be put before a
firing squad." Accuses Larry Kramer and ACT UP / Golden Gate
(the mainstream ACT UP group in SF) of "selling out" for shifting
from calling Fauci a murderer to being willing to work with him.
Creators / Group:
ACT UP San Francisco
Language:
English
Locale:
San Francisco, CA
Dimensions:
30 x 22 cm.
Keywords: Death, AZT (Drug), Money, Fauci, Anthony S.,
1940-, Kramer, Larry
Identifier:
AP13544a.jpg

Go Ahead! Spread The Word! You Can't Get AIDS From
Alaska's State Bird!
"AIDS isn't spread by mosquitos. Contact your local Public Health
representative or call 561-4406. AIDS post ideas developed by
Alaskan teens through the 4-H Youth Development Program.
Information is your weapon. Funded by the Alaska AIDS Prevention
Project, Alaska Department of Health ans Social Services.
Sponsored by the Cooperative Extension Service, University of
Alaska."
Description:
Multicolored illustration of a mosquito wearing a t-shirt with blue
map of the state of Alaska on his chest.
Creators / Group:
Alaska Department of Health, AIDS Prevention Project.
Language:
English
Locale:
Alaska, USA
Dimensions:
43 x 28 cm.
Keywords: Insects, AIDS (Disease)--Transmission
Identifier:
AP09.jpg

